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ABSTRACT

This study of innovation in five Vermont high schools creates new cross case operational
computer models of the leadership and policy issues involved in systemic change, using
STELLA, a systems thinking software. Complexity theory and systems dynamics
modeling concepts such as causal loop diagramming, boundary conditions, selfreinforcing processes, nonlinear dynamical equations, state space, dissipation, and types
of temporal organization are used to discuss the behavior of the models using illustrations
and data from real world case studies.
The study provides grounded examples of complexity theory analysis facilitated by visual
models mapped to nonlinear dynamical equations. As a result, the study offers a new
explanation of innovations in high schools that involves dynamical maps of five sectors
of systemic change: state policy, district initiatives, school adaptations, teacher learning,
and the student experience. The maps provide new visual and mathematical
generalizations of some of the key variables of innovation presented in time-based
relationships with each other. The models, which reinterpret and quantify traditional
qualitative observations and findings in a systems dynamical explanation, show how
complexity theory concepts can become concrete and operational in research design, data
interpretation, modeling and theory building.
The study concludes that it possible and useful to construct operational and general
structural dynamic maps, represented in the STELLA language of visual illustrations
linked to nonlinear mathematics, which can exhibit a range of behavior that mimic the
extent and variety of data collected in a qualitative research program.
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1
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

"No one can or should try to predict or legislate the future of research whether in
philosophy, science, or other disciplines. New knowledge will surprise us, and
one of the surprises we should expect is that advances in knowledge will give us
not only new explanations, but new forms of explanation.” (Searle, 1995, p. 228)

New forms of explaining innovation in educational settings recently appeared in a
study of schools in Vermont. John Clarke and several other researchers at the University
of Vermont created in-depth qualitative profiles of successful changes, which evolved in
five high schools between 1991 and 1997 (Clarke, et al., in press). As they worked, they
developed visual representations of the forces and influences at work in the schools. But
the new pictures are perplexing. Complex lines of influence dart across the pages,
converging, disappearing, and creating patterns of information that perhaps have never
been seen before. Typical representations like narratives, charts and regression tables
reveal some of the complexity of change, but they also miss some of the crucial details
about how change occurs through time. Is there a new form of explanation emerging with
the conceptual framework and tools that leadership needs to understand the dynamics of
change? This study examines the implications of representational modeling of the
processes of school change.
The forms of explaining educational change most often used by practitioners and
researchers oversimplify the complexity of change; they do not adequately characterize
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systems with several dynamic relationships evolving over time. Narratives tell stories of
the past; but they often don't help answer questions about today and the future. Charts
freeze information at a point in time, but they fail to stir us with moving images of
change. And statistics and regression tables assume randomness instead of order in a
system of relationships. Therefore, the models that have emerged over the years are
usually presented as retrospective stories of the "way things were" or "what we have
learned", static lists of "shoulds," and fragments of understanding of the relationships in
educational systems seen through a linear causal lens. The old explanations have in turn
led to several problems with traditional leadership and research. The next section briefly
outlines the problems, setting a context for Chapter 2, which reviews the literature
regarding leadership, research paradigms and complexity theory.
Problems with Traditional Leadership
The lack of frameworks and tools for representing the complexity of change
hampers the traditional practice of leadership. Instead of a rich vocabulary that deals with
the realities of change, leaders draw from overly simplistic models and become trapped
by their own thinking (Fullan, 1994; Patterson, 1993). For example, if the research shows
that a certain array of elements is found in all successful schools, then why can’t leaders
simply arrange those elements in a particular school and achieve the desired results?
Simplistic representations lack a dynamic mental model from which to pose diverse
"what if" questions. Consequently, leaders can’t see the generic properties of evolving
complexities in their day to day lives. Three problem areas illustrate the trap of simplistic
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thinking: responding to political dilemmas, dealing with the unintended consequences of
actions, and resolving conflicts of values and purposes.
Political dilemmas are among the pervasive realities that are oversimplified by
traditional leadership models (Stone, 1997). Groups that are potentially affected by
educational decisions, even marginally so, readily exercise their right of expression. But
overly simplistic models of the parameters and impacts of decisions limit the vision of the
available options for action, often forcing "either/or" thinking. Consequently, the
signposts of educational leadership are riddled with dents and bumper stickers expressing
the sentiments of "drive-by" reformers. Do we need a longer school year, or fewer days
of typical teaching? What is politically feasible, higher normed scores with lower costs,
or higher standards with equity? Should schools detrack their courses to achieve better
results for all students, or will detracking lead to less individualization and lower
achievement for some? Unfortunately, traditional leadership usually finds that competing
sides have valid but contradictory explanations, heightening the predicaments.
With dilemmas like these and conflicting explanations to account for them, it's no
wonder that principals and superintendents occupy revolving chairs. If the right prevails,
the left prepares and waits for the pendulum of educational fads to swing the other way.
As tensions rise, tenures fall. Both sides claim to know the truths of the currently
favorable conceptual frameworks of leadership - vision and strategic planning,
assessment and accountability schemes, consensus and collegial relationships, and sitebased management. Fullan (1993) notes that "it is no accident these mis- and half-truths
come equally from the left and the right because change of all kinds has certain generic
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properties in complex societies” (p. vii.). In state after state, new legislation embodies the
half-truths, sending increasing numbers of positional leaders running for cover. But the
roots of the problems are not in legislation.
Buried well below the surface, the roots of the problems lie in how poorly
educational leaders understand and deal with evolving systems under constant pressures
to change (Fullan, 1993; Lashway, 1996). The lack of understanding drives leaders to illfated attempts to influence change by over-controlling. Leadership then falls short not
only out of the attempt to direct everything, but because it is only able to control things
that are less complicated than itself. This limitation is known as the principle of requisite
variety in control systems (Weick, 1985). The principle assures both ineffectiveness and
overbearing misuses of power on formal grounds alone unless leadership develops
sufficiently complex capabilities! If leadership is overly simplistic in its own vision of
change, if the tools and metaphors of traditional representations limit it, it will try to
control complex systems with simple influences.
Complex systems, however, cannot be controlled in this way; they respond in
unexpected ways. Leaders try to exert influence in one area only to face unintended
consequences of their actions somewhere else. Oftentimes, leaders then add the new
consequences to everything else they are attempting to control, which crowds onto their
plates. When their plates are full, as they often are, other important issues go unattended;
making an originally complex situation even more complicated.
The traditional practice of leadership is also hindered by the hidden tensions of
accidental adversaries. Several well-intentioned people might successfully influence
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change at a number of organizational levels in several directions at once, but wind up
working at cross-purposes (Heifetz, 1994; Stone, 1997). Sometimes, their collective
pictures and visions wouldn't match up even if they used the same terms. Caine and
Caine (1997) point out for example, that people may agree that all students need to
master the basics. But a conservative bent might insist that discipline, including paddling,
is the answer to making learning happen in schools, while a business leader might be
looking for a program that builds self-discipline and team membership skills with a firm
command of reading, writing and computation. All too often, the underlying mental
models of competing interests are not made explicit to each other or the school, and
educational leaders are left trying to "meet everybody's needs," adding to the complexity
they are trying to manage.
Although traditional views of school leadership and school organizations are
ineffective in dealing with situations where cross purposes, complexity, and political
dilemmas prevail, it is not enough to realize that complex systems cannot be traditionally
managed by force of will and a headstrong authority. "Productive educational change at
its core, is not the capacity to implement the latest policy” (Fullan, 1993, p. 5).
Leadership needs help in understanding how change occurs and can be influenced in
complex systems like schools. Only if leaders can see the dynamic interaction among
factors they aim to change will there be some hope of learning to influence systems in the
right ways at the right times. Leadership needs a new road map, a new explanation and a
new form of explanation, with the conceptual structures and mechanisms capable of
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representing the complexity of intersecting, interdependent systems so complex solutions
can come into play.

Problems with Traditional Research Paradigms
Educational research and the practice of leadership stand at a similar crossroad.
How can researchers better understand and represent the dynamic complexity of what is
going on in real world settings, and what does that mean for leadership and policy studies
in education? During years of progress using quantitative methods, qualitative research
practices have been accumulating on separate side roads. Now, there may be chaos at the
crossing. This is evident for example, in the diametrically opposite positions of P.W.
Atkins and Mary Midgley (Cornwell, 1995; see also Agar, 1995; Cizek, 1995; and
Richardson, 1995 for a variety of opposing and crisscrossing views).
Atkins believes that reductionist science is the be-all and end-all of knowledge
and should thus be able to represent anything and everything. "Scientists, with their
implicit trust in reductionism, are privileged to be at the summit of knowledge, and to see
further into truth than any of their contemporaries” (Cornwell, 1995, p. 123). "Science
has never encountered a barrier that it has not surmounted” (p.129). Atkins' preferred
research method is of course, his interpretation of the scientific method. Antireductionism
is folly. Other forms of knowledge are inferior. "While poetry titillates and theology
obfuscates, science liberates” (p. 123). Poetry and theology are in fact failures of human
understanding, according to Atkins. He admits that his "scientific world-view is bleak in
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terms of its origins, its motivations, and its future" (p. 130). But outside of his barren
view of the foundations of knowledge, he maintains, all other forms of understanding are
wishful thinking. Is this an adequate foundation for a scientific understanding of
complexity?
Midgley's article in response to Atkins is titled "Reductive megalomania." She
counters that whenever we get seriously involved in the business of reduction, either as
supporters or resisters, we are usually responding to wider issues, enterprises or projects
for "reshaping the whole intellectual landscape, and often our general attitude to life as
well” (p. 133). According to Midgley reduction is never value-neutral, it always
downgrades what it reduces to the atomistic project of explaining the behavior of matter
in terms of ultimate particles moved by definite forces. Megalomaniacal reducers believe
that all other explanations are illusory, only physics is real. Midgley asks "Why (first) is
there this profound faith in extending the mechanical explanatory system indefinitely, and
why (next) is that faith expressed in this violently ontological language of appearance, or
illusion, and reality?" Midgley concludes that "reduction is often a useful tool" but "not
all reductions are either useful or sensible."
However, some alternative approaches don’t seem useful or sensible to the
reductionists either. Is qualitative research falsifiable, a key criterion for the
reductionists? Can any interpretivist claims be rejected? If not, according to Cizek (1995)
then social research is not only poststructuralist, postconstructivist, and postmodernist,
but probably postscientific as well. That would be a shame, in his view. Cizek would like
to know where are the philosophers of science when we need them? And why don’t they
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speak the language of applied social science researchers? Cisek wonders if researchers
can synthesize the observations from qualitative and quantitative methodologists by
taking an inclusive perspective on research that integrates evaluative concerns across
methodologies.
Richardson (1995) would agree with the need for an inclusive perspective on
research, made necessary by the a priori role of narrative in representing the findings of
research. Narrative structures, for example, are "preoperative, regardless of whether one
is writing primarily in a narrative or a logico-scientific code” (p. 201). Furthermore, a
narrative is both a mode of reasoning and a mode of representation, so it has a different
life outside of its primarily representational use by the scientific community (p. 200). In
the hands of ethnographers, narrative directly demonstrates its type of reasoning; a kind
of reasoning that understands the whole by an integration of its parts. In contrast, the
scientific use of narrative demonstrates empiricist reasoning, a type of reasoning that
seeks to prove statements. For Richardson (1995), "narrative is quintessential to the
understanding and communication of the sociological" (p. 199) and is at the same time,
unavoidable in the communication of scientific knowledge. An inclusive perspective on
research would begin with the problems that could be found on the common ground of
narrative useful to both qualitative and quantitative approaches.
For Agar though (1995), the problems of narrative run deeper than a difference
with logico-scientific thinking. There are also internal problems within the practices of
narrative in ethnography. "Ethnography is an ambiguous term; it refers both to a research
process and to a textual product” (p.112). According to Agar, the "new ethnography"
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literature separates research from writing. He worries that since the two ends are split, it
causes theories of the text to "develop in isolation from the research processes whose
results they supposedly represent” (p.113). He feels that a restoration is critical because
many of the questions "raised in the name of textuality also apply to the research process”
(p. 115). For example, no matter what the form is called, creative literary nonfiction, or
new journalism, "the friction caused by the blend of documentary report and fiction form
expose[s] equally a nerve -- credibility” (p. 115). Since ethnography makes the claim of
credibility, there are limits which the world sets on interpretation; even though the
positivist "spirit of unique descriptions objectively verified through context-free methods
has lost its charm." Consequently, "several ethnographic interpretations are possible but
not all possible ethnographic interpretations are credible” (p.125). Recall Midgely's
statement that not all reductions are either useful or sensible. Historically, researchers
have had to decide which primary road to take - the reductionist's or the narrator's.
The intersections of the avenues of educational research seem to have widened
into rush hour plazas with no lanes and only a few toppling signs. It appears that both
qualitative and quantitative research methods can lead to incredulous, useless and
senseless results and interpretations. Poor leadership decisions "founded on research" are
certainly understandable. Some research, like some leadership, might be surviving,
patching potholes and making decisions by "bending" methodology to suit the purposes
at hand (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.5), but where is it all leading? Research is in no
better shape than leadership in its lack of conceptual frameworks and tools for
understanding and dealing with complexity.
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The Need for Dynamical Understanding
Traditional tools of research and leadership are in chaos for a good reason. Chaos
is the natural order of our part of the universe. Here, all living things, and especially
sentient beings like people, emerge, grow, live and die. And since organizations are
groups of people, they too develop in patterns over time. But traditional representations
stop the flow of time and processes, presenting us instead with a fixed outer shell of
reality (Putnam, 1988; Prigogine, 1996). With time immobilized it is impossible for us to
grasp the dynamics of change, because we peer at windows that have been painted with a
static view of the world.
An illustration may help. Let's imagine that a group of four evaluators makes a
series of visits to a schoolroom. Only one of them goes to the school on each visit. They
are going to write an external report for the public and school board judging the quality of
the leadership decisions concerning the use of the heating system. Principals are
sometimes expected to be in control of everything including the furnace. The school
board will be proud of their exercise of public responsibility in commissioning such a
study. Each expert brings a portable room thermometer, and a clipboard.
Imagine that the temperature in the school has been set for a comfortable 68
degrees, but as students come and go through the doors, the temperature swings up and
down and the heater come off and on. The first expert arrives and notices that the rooms
are colder than 68 degrees and the heater is on. She concludes "the heating system seems
productive, fuel is being used when needed, the principal should be praised." The second
expert arrives at a later time and notices that the rooms are hotter than 68 degrees and the
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heater is still on. He concludes "the heating system is being used inefficiently, the school
is wasting fuel, the principal should be warned." The third expert arrives at the school
still later and notices that the temperature is above 68 degrees and the heater is off. She
concludes "the insulation seems very efficient, perhaps the thermostat should be turned
down a bit, the principal could use the fuel savings to buy books." The fourth expert
arrives even later and finds that the rooms are below 68 degrees and the heater is off. He
concludes "perhaps the heating system or thermostat are not working properly, or the
thermostat should be turned up, the students may be suffering, the principal should be
warned." Four evaluators have four conflicting conclusions about one school system.
Who is right?
All of the experts are right to a certain extent, but they are mostly wrong. In fact,
the heating system is oscillating around its externally determined goal. It is simply
behaving normally over time. The conclusions of the experts are based in snapshot
thinking instead of an understanding of the bigger picture of the dynamics involved.
Likewise, a traditional understanding of leadership and organizations is often based on
records that are locked in snapshots of time, pictures taken by various experts at different
points in a process. Therefore, we cannot typically see the movement of events that
constitute "change."
We cannot typically see the accumulations and flows - the birth, growth, sustained
life, and decay - of educational processes unless information is presented in dynamic
records changing over time. Snapshots can show us successive stages of a process such as
an unfolding rose, but to connect those stages we need a movie. In a moving picture, we
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notice that each petal unwinds to reveal another, and the entire organism vibrates
synchronously as it unfolds, increases, and decreases. A blossoming must be lived. We
must experience the complete sequence in time in order to grasp its deeper significance
(Langer, 1988).
Rates of change also ebb and flow, but they too are often missed, because we can
only see them when our representation and attention is focused on the dynamics of
continuity instead of static moments. Snapshots are even less helpful here. A handful of
pictures of a runner can only "add up" to a run if we make many other assumptions and
have a continuous point of reference in the background. We are forced to assume
linearity and continuity to imagine the act of running. But what if the runner stopped to
tie her shoes between camera shots? Without the continuous feedback of a wholistic
picture of the event, we would miss that event and leap to another conclusion (Abraham,
1991).
Continuous feedback requires a continuous representation in time. Feedback is
invisible in the static view, although it is crucial to understanding dynamical system
activity, because feedback takes time (Goerner, 1995). The rosebush blossoms in
response to certain critical variables in its environment. It would not open outside in the
dead of winter, but is waiting for spring, enfolded in its potential. The runner's gait is
established in connection with her breathing, the earthen path, and many other elements
in her environment. In any process, actively changing relationships flow and loop back
on one another continuously from instant to instant. Without dynamic images, we will
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miss both the internal relationships within systems and the relationships of systems to
their environment.
The environment and a system meet at a boundary, and so does each subsystem
within a system. The rose meets the ground and sky. The rhythms of the heartbeat and
breathing of the runner meet each other as well as the runner's other internal rhythms and
processes. Surrounding the rose and the runner's internal systems, are vicinities or
neighborhoods where many exchanges are taking place. The rose exchanges energy
through contact with air, light and water, and the runner transforms food into muscle
energy. Whether the exchanges appear to take place from the outside coming in or the
inside out, each system is said to be "open," meaning that in reality, the transfers and
transformations are moving in both directions across semipermeable boundaries. The
boundaries are structured to keep some of the environment outside and most of the
system inside, and yet allow these vital exchanges to occur as an expression of selforganizing control (Holling, 1976). The images of exchanges across semipermeable
boundaries cannot be adequately described using the language of statistics alone, they
need a dynamical description that recognizes the complexity of the whole system and its
environment. Statistics can help us find the strengths among the exchanges; complexity
dynamics can help us see the exchanges in action over time.
The Promise of Complexity Theory
Complexity theory, or complex systems science, is making its way into many
fields of knowledge providing researchers with a method for representing dynamical
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behavior of systems. As a key centerpiece of the "new sciences," (Wheatley, 1993) its
new mathematical language and modeling strategy is proving applicable to a wide range
of problems in education, from the classroom to the legislature (Abraham & Gilgen,
1995; Bar-Yam, 1997). Part of the lure of the complex systems language is its
mathematical clarity in a modeling framework. Unambiguous representations of
complexity force researchers and practitioners to rethink old ideas and invent new ones
with precision.
In addition, the mathematical clarity of systems modeling can be readily
integrated with narrative interpretation and visual representations, offering a new kind of
bridge between research paradigms. The bridge spans paradigms by a rigorous
relationship, what mathematicians would call a mapping, between a visual model and a
set of nonlinear equations or dynamics. The visual aspects of the model partake of the
world of narrative. They come from a qualitative understanding of whole processes. The
nonlinear equations partake of the world of quantification and parameterization, arising
from the visual model's elements and relationships. Mapping thoroughly ensures that the
dynamics determining the change process - the behavior of the model over time - follow
both the imaginative design of the elements and relationships as well as the rigor of the
mathematical equations, forming a bridge between qualitative and quantitative
approaches.
Over the centuries, the traditional paradigms of science have cultivated an
accumulation of stable ideas about how the world works. The atomistic project of Galileo
led to Kepler, Newton, Leibnitz, Poincare, Planck, Mach, Maxwell, Boltzman, Einstein,
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Bohr, Prigogine and many others. As these scientists thought about the world and
developed new forms of representation that supported their new explanations, their
contributions built upon the successes of those who had come before. Until now,
leadership and policy studies have not had much in common with this traditional progress
of science, but that may soon change. Just beginning to find its place among the array of
traditional disciplines, the new science of complexity offers an improved framework and
set of tools applicable to leadership and policy studies.
Because complexity theory bridges between qualitative and quantitative
approaches, it has the potential to lead to a stable accumulation of ideas about leadership.
The theory fosters new ideas about individual and organizational growth processes that
are well suited for representing and understanding leadership of complex systems. For
example, we now know that a learning organization (Senge, 1990) can develop a set of
models about its practices and processes. These "maps" can embody in a technically
rigorous way the assumptions and operating principles shared by leadership. Over time,
as the maps evolve, the stability of the mathematical concepts and reproducibility of the
dynamics of the models can encourage both subtle and substantive revisions, leading to
new insights that are ever closer to the organization's shared vision of "how things work."
Complexity theory, as a foundation for dynamic modeling, has the potential to be an
agent for the unification of a variety of perspectives that are seeking to understand change
over time.
Yet, for all its power as a unifying modeling and representational language,
complexity theory's implications for research and leadership preparation and practice
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remained largely unexplored and underutilized in education (Caine & Caine, 1997;
Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, Ross, and Smith, 1994). In essence, say Caine and Caine (1997),
the prevailing educational paradigm is highly mechanistic. Leaders think that they can
change schools by working out what each part does, then by changing the parts so that
they work better. But the problem is that schools are much more complex. Small actions
can have large consequences, and a school's behavior is more than the simple sum of its
parts. The old mechanistic assumptions and forms of explanation are inadequate. Can a
complexity theory approach offer both a new explanation and a new kind of explanation
for educational systems change processes? This study attempts to develop some answers.
The question driving this research was: Can a complexity theory analysis and
model help researchers and educators understand the underlying structures and processes
of systems change? In more specific terms, how can a rigorous set of ideas from the
dynamics of complex systems provide an alternative framework for understanding the
challenges of leadership and research today? This study used system dynamics modeling
to generate and depict propositions-in-action that can guide leaders as they strive to
promote change.
In Chapter 2, the literature on complexity theory and educational change provide
a background for the role of complexity theory in educational research. Chapter 3
provides the cornerstones of the key complexity concepts outlined above - accumulations,
flows, critical variables, behavior over time, feedback in many levels of causal loops,
boundary conditions, and self-organization, and uses the concepts to explain a way to
transform qualitative research into a set of complex models. The models themselves are
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then explored in Chapter 4 in single and cross case analyses that provide an experimental
laboratory for leadership options as well as post hoc theory development. Standing back
from the work, Chapter 5 reflects on the major findings to make global sense of the entire
effort. And finally, in Chapter 6, a reprise offers thoughts about the future of complexity
applications in educational leadership and policy studies.
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CHAPTER 2

Review of Related Literature

Educational research into leadership may benefit from complex systems modeling
techniques. Caine and Caine (1997) point out that while the educational system is
"becoming more dynamical, fundamental ideas and purposes of traditional approaches to
education still inhibit the appropriate type of change and adaptation” (p. 2). The
challenge to leadership is to develop adaptive skills as well as sensitivities appropriate to
understand, participate in, and influence the dynamics of change in both individual and
organizational lives.
Why should educational theory and research include complexity theory? As a
critical element of an emerging new science, the ability to model complexity in systems
is perhaps one of the great achievements of applied mathematics in the late 20th century
(Marney & Schmidt, 1976). Exploring the wide range of applications in other fields
would take us into medicine to explain brain wave phenomena, into artificial intelligence
to serve as a model for perception and decision-making, and into economics to explain
nonrandom fluctuations in markets and prices (Umpleby, 1991; Watzlawick, Beaven &
Jackson, 1967). With so many fruitful applications being explored, it seems reasonable to
ask whether and how educational researchers are working to understand and model the
complexity of their systems.
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Looking at Complexity
While some of the signposts of the new science can be traced back into antiquity,
the modern rebirth of two key ideas of complexity theory - systems dynamics and
morphogenesis - came in the 1940's with a further refinement in the 1960's and 70's
(Umpleby, 1994). Symbolic or metaphoric approaches to systems dynamics (the patterns
of whole system behavior over time) and morphogenesis (the evolution of form from
chaos), can be found in the ancient texts of the Rigveda, I Ching, Heraclitus, Cabala, and
other philosophical works (Abraham, 1976). Other phenomenological perspectives on the
topics abound in literature, poetry, aesthetics, and theology. But here we turn attention to
the scientific inquiry into these two key ideas.
Whole sentient systems, whether they are individual learners or learning
organizations, seek to control their decisions and actions toward goals they have set for
themselves within their environments. In doing so, they create and maintain
communications among their own internal structures and between themselves and their
environments (Goerner, 1995; Prigogine, 1976). For example, a learner may be motivated
by grades or by a desire to know something and will attempt to "do what it takes" to gain
access to the resources needed to accomplish those goals. In doing so, internal selfmonitoring as well as environmental monitoring must take place in order to make
adjustments as the ultimate goal is approached. One of the sciences which studies and
describes these interactions is cybernetics (Weiner, 1948).
Norbert Wiener (1948) originally defined cybernetics, which comes from the
Greek word for “helmsman” or “steersman,” as the science of control and
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communication. The science of cybernetics in the United States has evolved through
three identifiable periods. In the "engineering" period of the 1950's and 1960's there was
a primary concern with designing control systems and with building machines to emulate
human reasoning. In the "second order" or "experimental epistemology" period of the
1970's and 1980's the focus of attention was on the biology of cognition and
constructivist philosophy. In recent years increasing attention has been given to social
systems or the cybernetics of "conceptual systems" (Umpleby, 1994).
Morphodynamics, the study of the mechanics of morphogenetic processes in the
context of "hard science" is just beginning. Ralph Abraham (1976) traces one of the
mathematical foundations to Rene Thom's "theory of catastrophes" and to the
development of an early observational tool, the "macroscope" of Hans Jeney. To these
pioneers, one could add the Nobel laureate Ilya Prigogine's (1976) concept of "dissipative
structures," Lotfi Zadeh's 1964 invention of "fuzzy logic" (McNeil, 1993), and Benoit
Mandelbrot's (1977) introduction of the "fractal" geometry of nature.
From those scientific beginnings, complexity, "nonlinear dynamical systems" or
"chaos" theory, has developed as a body of research and writing that dramatizes the
commonalties among a diverse number of fields. A sampling of some of the fields and
the researchers who have explored, borrowed or contributed ideas to the theory would
include:
1) Biology (Holling, 1976),
2) Mathematics (Mandelbrot, 1977; Stewart, 1990; Thom, 1973),
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3) Organizational theory and social research (Burrell & Morgan, 1980; Clark,
1985; Guba, 1985; Mainzer, 1994; Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, Ross, and Smith, 1994),
4) Philosophy of science (Bechtel, 1993; Cambel, 1993; Dupre, 1993; Nicolis,
1989; Waldrop, 1992),
5) Economics (Chorafas, 1994; Creedy & Martin, 1994; Rosser, 1991; Vaga,
1994),
6) Psychology (Abraham, 1991),
7) Engineering (Von Foerster, 1979),
8) Management science (Umpleby, 1994), and
9) Chemistry (Prigogine, 1976).
In all these fields, researchers are learning to represent complexity as basic to the
conditions for evolution and growth of systems.
The diverse and growing body of literature on complexity records the massive
shift in worldviews that took place in the late 20th century. As the century came to a
close, chaos and complexity theory elements were increasingly proposed and accepted in
scientific discussions, changing the way researchers viewed the world. For example, in
their sweeping look at the change in worldviews coming into evidence in the sciences and
humanities, Schwartz and Oglivy as cited by Egon Guba (1985) identified seven broad
and common characteristics, which they found changing across the disciplines:
1) From viewing the world in simple probabilistic terms to viewing the world as
made of complex systems,
2) From seeing things in terms of hierarchical order to a heterarchy of orders,
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3) From expecting a mechanistic universe to one which is holographic and
knowledge-embedded,
4) From a determinate universe to an indeterminate one,
5) From explaining relationships in terms of direct causality to a more complex
mutual causality,
6) From seeing whole systems as an assembly of small parts to thinking about the
morphogenesis of systems; and
7) From an assumption of the possibility of pure objectivity to an awareness of a
perspectival (multiple views) nature of reality.
The shift represented by these seven characteristics reflects the impact of 20th
Century thinking on 19th Century ideas, stretching and pulling those ideas into a new
millennium of thought. Newtonian mechanics became quantum reality; strict
deterministic causality prepared the ground for chaos theory and multideterminism. The
20th Century saw the end of certainty and the growth of evolution, the expansion of
probability into possibility, and the reemergence of wholism. These ideas are important
parts of the stage that has been set for the development of both complexity theory and
naturalism in social and educational research.
As Guba (1985) built a case for a naturalistic approach to social research, he
examined how his newly formed axioms fit with and obtained support from these major
trends (p.89-93). The shift in worldview that was affecting theories in sciences,
mathematics and other studies, was thereby integrated with a foundational change in the
philosophy of educational and social research. In a sense then, much of the "qualitative
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research" which has occurred since the mid-1970's has contained partial connections to
complexity theory - in that the world view underlying qualitative methods is largely the
same as that which underpins the work of the quantitative nonlinear dynamical systems
theorists. Complexity theory thus might be useful as a source for next steps in the
philosophy of educational and social research.
A problem with Guba's axioms can serve as an example of how complexity theory
connects to the qualitative research foundations. Guba, in his 1985 article on new axioms
of research, "refute[s] the contention that positivism and naturalism can be compromised
in some form of postpositivistic 'grand synthesis' which realigns the basic beliefs of both
systems into compatibility" (p. 80). He drew a picture of two trees, each reaching out
from the grounding of inquiry into the world of the unknown, and seeking to understand
the world through different and completely unconnected ways. But this stance is
inconsistent with his axiom (Axiom 1) of multiple realities (p. 85). By that axiom, it is
inconsistent for Guba to state that since one "must pledge allegiance to one paradigm or
the other, there is no compromise” (p. 80). If that is true, then positivism cannot be
included among the multiple realities, which violates the axiom. Are researchers to
conclude that Guba's multiple realities are the only ones, the only right ones, or that
positivism is some way so different a belief system that it cannot be considered among
them?
Guba did not use the conceptual tools of nonlinear dynamics to help make a
connection or correspondence between the old and new paradigms. Without those tools,
he could not see how the naturalistic paradigm could reduce to positivism for those cases
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in which positivism is known to hold. Through such a correspondence principle, an old
theory becomes an instance of a new theory when a newly defined or newly interpreted
dimension is very small (Umpleby, 1989). Thus, nonlinear dynamics may be an
important part of next steps in the philosophy of educational and social research if the
new conceptual tools help construct a correspondence which relates quantitative and
qualitative paradigms.
Viewing Complex Human Systems.
Systems thinking, derived from complexity theory, gives educational researchers
a new way to understand change in places like schools. The old metaphors of school
leadership have changed frequently over the years, reflecting the tenor of the times. For
example, in various years writers have hoped leaders would be efficiency experts,
instructional leaders, and characters possessing effective habits, managers, and gurus
(Beck & Murphy, 1993) All too often, educational practice dictates that we should never
throw away any of those roles, responsibilities or metaphors, so a modern job description
for a principal or superintendent is likely to ask for someone who is all of these at once.
Of course, it is impossible to be everything to everyone, so leaders must make choices
about their purposes, strategies and actions for managing change. When the only range of
choices available substantially limits their capacity for leadership in complex situations,
the time is right for a new metaphor.
Since the early 1990's organizational thinkers have been developing a new
approach to leadership and change in organizations, which borrows as well as develops
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ideas from complexity theory. Writers such as Pascale (1990), Senge (1990), Wheatley
(1992), and Fullan (1993), are early examples of many who are now following in the path
of applying lessons from complexity theory to individual and organizational learning.
The approach marks a radical break with the past literature on change, according to
Fullan (1993). In the past, the mindset was one of policy and implementation control; the
new mindset admits that causal linkages, the cornerstones of control, are difficult to trace
(Senge, 1990), or disappear altogether (Stacey, 1992) in complex systems like schools.
What this means is that change and complexity are not problems that get in the way of
the realization of our intentions. As Fullan says "They are normal!" (1993, p.20). In this
light, Fullan asserts that,
It is no longer sufficient to study factors associated with the success or failure of
the latest innovation or policy. It is no longer acceptable to separate planned
change from seemingly spontaneous or naturally occurring change. It is only by
raising our consciousness and insights about the totality of educational change
that we can do something about it. (p. vii)
Fullan (1993) envisions that "...educators must see themselves and be seen as
experts in the dynamics of change” (p.4). On the way to becoming those experts, and
facilitating the new mindset, educators need a new non-linear system language that gets
them into the habit of "experiencing and thinking about educational change processes as
an overlapping series of dynamically complex phenomena” (p. 21). Then educational
leaders will have the capacity to "learn to influence and coordinate non-linear,
dynamically complex, change processes” (p. 74).
Some of the new non-linear system language that Fullan is calling for can be
found in a new visual as well as mathematical language and modeling strategy for
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describing and telling the stories of complex system evolution. The language is an
outgrowth of "systems thinking." Richmond (1994) defines systems thinking as both a
paradigm and a method of learning which form a synergistic whole. Fred Abraham, who
emphasizes the unity underlying various approaches, points out how the new toolset for a
dynamical understanding "...offers a unified philosophical view for integrative,
hierarchically organized systems, and for dissipative, irreversible, evolutionary dynamics.
In short, it is a world view as well as an elegantly simple modeling strategy” (Abraham,
1991, p. I-1.)
Senge (1990), one of the chief spokespersons for the "systems thinking"
community, provides a context for organizing the journey into the new mindset. Two
fundamental concepts can help leaders make the shift. First, replace linear cause-effect
chains with an ability to discern interrelationships, what Lambert, et al. (1995) call
"reciprocal processes” (p. 36). Second, replace static one-shot images with pictures of
processes that move and change over time (Senge, 1990, p. 73). Senge, Kleiner, Roberts,
Ross, and Smith (1994) introduce a number of individual and group exercises and tools to
help build leadership skills in seeing change in the new mindset, among them are
computer-based tools such as STELLA, which will be used in this study.
According to Richmond, people who embrace systems thinking position
themselves where they can see both the forest and the trees. Wolcott (1994, p. 18) talks
about "zooming" and "progressive focusing" in ethnographic research as a technique of
seeing and describing from a variety of levels. The "view from the balcony" discussed by
Heifetz (1994) is another example of positioning. In fractal geometry, the issue of
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zooming in and out, called "scaling," is used as an illustration of how different positions
of analysis change the "effective dimension" of the object being viewed (Mandelbrot,
1977, p. 17-19). According to systems thinking, the act of positioning has both structural
and behavioral implications. "Structurally, systems thinkers see both the generic and the
specific - not just the latter! Behaviorally, they see both the pattern and the event - not
just the latter!" (Richmond, 1994). The point here has two parts: 1. To understand
change, it seems obvious that leaders and researchers cannot remain on the balcony, but
need to reposition frequently, and 2. With each repositioning, they will encounter the
structural and behavioral ramifications of what can then be constructed as the view from
the balcony, floor, or the steps in between. To see the forest, leaders have to get out of the
woods. To see the trees, they have to go back in.
The act of positioning also defines where the forces of organizational dynamics
will align with or resist leadership. Leaders, for example, who take the position that they
are right, rather than the position that they are seeking what is right, create very different
dynamics in their organizations. People will avoid or seek leaders out in relation to their
positions, and for their part, leaders will develop characteristic reticence or
responsiveness to opportunities in the workplace and larger environment (HampdenTurner, 1990). The implication for the new leadership tool set, is that the maps of the
territory which leaders draw - their modeling strategy - will have characteristic
perspective based on positioning, and leaders will understand the dynamics of the system
based on the boundaries and system dynamics seen from that perspective. The structural
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and behavioral consequences of leadership positioning have both individual and group
perspectives.
A Vacuum in Educational Research
Educational research into leadership and change has not yet exploited modeling
techniques developed to study complexity in other fields. No articles or books which are
keyed to "chaos theory and learning" are found in the ERIC national educational database
before 1989. After that date, all of the related terms such as "nonlinear dynamics,
dynamical modeling, systems models, etc." turn up the same 23 articles. An almost equal
number of journal articles (12) and ERIC documents (11) have been cataloged. It is
interesting that the number of journal articles has shown no growth since the first articles
appeared in 1991. Why is there is an exponential growth of literature occurring in other
fields, (Goerner, 1995) but none in education? Is the field too young to have a history?
Has the previous work not been rigorous or compelling?
Three basic approaches to complexity appear in the ERIC literature:
1. Metaphoric (using some of the language and images of complexity theory
without a rigorous treatment);
2. Critical (doubting the applicability of complexity theory to human or
educational systems, or taking issue with the metaphoric writers); and
3. Explanatory (offering concrete definitions, applications, and interpretations).
Metaphoric approaches. Metaphors in a field of knowledge have the potential to
reach from the philosophical foundations to imaginative expressions of the key
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understandings of the field. Two examples from biology are the concepts of evolution
and ecology, which have challenged the world to rethink the causes and processes of life
as well as our role as humans on earth and in the universe. Two writers (Rockler, 1991;
and Loree, 1993) have seen some of the potential of applying complexity theory concepts
to education, but they fall short in providing details that would be new to practical
leadership or research situations. And, neither author demonstrates that complexity theory
is either sufficient or necessary for their conclusions.
Rockler, (1991) for example, asserts that based on chaos theory and an
understanding that the brain learns in nonlinear ways, predictions about student
achievement will be limited. He also contends that the knowledge base in teacher
education needs modification to account for recent discoveries in science and
mathematics. These assertions do not depend upon a chaos theory of learning,
organizations, or education. Predictions about student achievement might be limited more
by our measures and models of what counts than by any chaos in learning itself. For
example, if our measures don’t provide reliable evidence of important student results, it
won’t make much difference if learning those results was a complex undertaking. In a
similar vein of argument, teacher education needs updating in a variety of key concepts
and understandings of science and mathematics regardless of the status of chaos or
complexity theory in education. Rockler helps bring the topic of chaos theory into an
educational discussion, but leaves the discussion at the metaphoric level.
Loree (1993) claims that fuzzy logic, total quality management ideas, and "the"
chaos theory of education supply a rationale for courses that should be designed for
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student success. He concludes from fuzzy logic that a wide range of factors can have a
direct impact on learning outcomes. Arguing from chaos theory, he suggests that
effective new processes do not need to be clearly understood or based on traditional
beliefs to yield consistent outcomes. We can understand these conclusions too, without
recourse to a new theory. A wide range of factors impacting learning outcomes have been
identified in research studies using other theoretical networks, so chaos theory wouldn’t
add any new knowledge to our understanding. Furthermore, many alternative new
processes are often not clearly understood, but that may not be because the processes are
complex. The process may also be poorly founded, poorly understood, or both.
The metaphoric arguments so far have erred in interpretation of the science in at
least two ways: errors of omission and hubris. Fuzzy logic, for example, is built on the
concept of multiple overlapping value sets, which can be applied to a theory about
indirect impacts on learning as much as it could be to direct ones. And complexity theory
is not concerned with consistent outcomes; in fact it explains a lot more about
inconsistent ones. Rockler (1991) presumes to explain chaos theory and its effect on
education, relating it to quantum physics, but he does not adequately reference the
theoretical physics or mathematics literature on nonlinear dynamics in justifying his
claims.
Other metaphorical writers do not elucidate the potential value of the new science
for education research and leadership because they focus somewhere else. Polite's article
(1994) for example, is titled "African American Males, Avoidance Schooling, and Chaos
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Theory," and Brack (1993) is more interested in building a primer on consultation theory
and underscoring the flexible worldview he needs for his approach.
Critical approaches. The few critical attempts that exist have found faults with the
program of applying chaos theory to education. Benson and Hunter (1993) think it
inappropriate to apply the theory to teaching and teacher education, because of the
inherent difficulties of applying methods and criteria developed for the physical sciences
to nonphysical phenomena such as human behaviors. Aside from the problem of defining
a “nonphysical human behavior”, their argument misses an important point. Complexity
theory deals effectively with nonlinearities - the anomalies of quantitative methods applied to complex systems in the life sciences. Human behavior is certainly within the
field of life sciences and is a complex topic. Several of the most successful researchers
applying the theory in life sciences were mentioned in the section on complexity
literature.
Benson and Hunter's criticism continues by saying that it is not clear that
complexity theorists intended that theory to encompass teaching, learning, and the
process of knowing. This would be true if one is thinking of only the mathematical chaos
theorists, who have made enormous but abstract contributions. However, beyond the
purely mathematical advances, most of the field is concerned with applications, and many
of the applications concern human behaviors. One example underscoring this point is the
recently established journal, "Nonlinear Dynamics, Psychology, and Life Sciences,"
which publishes material that applies to biology, sociology, political science,
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management, economics, anthropology, and emerging disciplines that synthesize one or
more of these fields, as well as virtually any of their subdisciplines.
As another example of criticism, Maxcy (1995) objects to the attempts to apply
chaos theory to the practice of teaching and learning in educational institutions. Yet in the
same book, among the arguments for a critical pragmatic approach to the problems of
educational change, Maxcy draws on metaphors that are consistent with complexity
ideas:
a) How a non foundational notion of organizational inquiry improves on the faults
of traditional social science methodological assumptions,
b) The pluralistic nature of democracies that leads to multideterminism in politics,
c) The question of individual autonomy relative to contemporary fractured
democratic states; and,
d) The polyvalue basis of all patterned social life.
These ideas resonate with the principles underlying naturalistic inquiry, which are
philosophically related to the broad sweep of the changing worldview represented by
complexity theory. Maxcy's key ideas can certainly be submitted to an analysis from a
nonlinear dynamical systems point of view. It is too early in the creation of the field to
lower the curtain on complexity theory in educational and social research.
Explanatory approaches. One level of explanatory writing in educational literature
treats complexity theory as a subject to be considered or taught in schools. These writers
(i.e. Nievergelt, 1991; Parris, 1991: Quigley, 1992; Sandefur, 1991; Willson, 1991) focus
on the importance of teaching about the mechanics of dynamical system modeling as a
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mathematical subject. Nievergelt, for example, describes how fractals illustrate a
mathematical way of thinking; Willson describes how to teach about fractals and their
connection to nonlinear dynamical systems. Parris and Quigley explain how to teach
about chaos through traditional mathematics.
Another concrete explanatory approach is represented by You (1993) who
compares a conventional instructional systems design approach with chaos theory and
dynamic nonlinear systems, touching on deterministic predictability, indeterminant
unpredictability and negative and positive feedback. In this approach, the value of
complexity theory is mined for its basic cybernetic qualities, with a better computer
program as the desired result of the model. No doubt, there is more to be explored here,
but this study pursues the value of modeling for understanding not machines, but human
learning systems - interpersonal and social.
The explanatory writers that may most interest people thinking about the
complexities of learning in individuals and organizations treat complexity theory as a
modeling language for learning. In a few writers, (i.e. Bobner, 1989; Ennis. 1992;
Fleener, 1995) dynamical systems theory is shown to increase our understanding of the
constantly evolving learning process through specific application of core ideas such as
boundary conditions, self reference, and adaptive feedback. For example, Fleener
considers how educational theory and research can benefit from the new science theories
to help adapt to meet the needs of students and society in the changing world of the
coming century. As a result, the reader gets a sense of why a dynamical systems approach
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has the potential to help leadership understand the transformation of schools in a complex
environment with other social and political institutions.
Even more useful are writers who explain one or more specific concepts in action,
who illustrate how complexity theory's main ideas might work in an educational setting.
For example, Ennis (1992) notes that complexity theory focuses attention on critical
junctures in the learning process, and mentions current research that describes the
attractors and constraints stabilizing the educational process. Bobner (1989) refers to the
concepts of sensitivity to initial conditions, constrained randomness, self-referential
systems through feedback mechanisms, and fractal dimensions as measures of
complexity. He attempts to draw parallels between complexity theory and traditional
research methodologies through a discussion of the concept of the strange attractor and
the phase space diagrams of chaotic systems. Bobner says that there may be connections
of complexity theory to the study of learning, individual brain functioning and
organizational structure and behavior. He argues that there may be valuable educational
insights on classroom structure, building and district organizations, accuracy of
communications, centralization versus decentralization, and understanding disruptive
behaviors in the classroom through a complexity analysis.
Except for these rare examples, the educational literature appears insubstantial in
both number and substance while an exponential growth in literature is occurring in other
fields. Some of the writing on complexity theory and education uses the theory as a
metaphoric hitching post for ideas which have been appearing in educational research and
discourse at least since the emergence of naturalistic inquiry methods. The critical
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approaches are closer to opinions than disciplined critiques. Only the explanatory
attempts have begun to use the vocabulary of the field of nonlinear dynamical systems
analysis, but much work remains to be done.
Modeling the Learning Organization
Leadership may look quite different from the perspective of complex systems
dynamics. The next chapter offers a blend - an interpretative experimental approach.
Bringing those two words together might appear to be blasphemy. Quantitative methods
aren't supposed to interpret, and qualitative methods aren't supposed to experiment. This
study stands on a bridge between the two. The interpretive portion begins with existing
qualitative knowledge and builds visual models. The models, because they are
mathematically founded, demand quantification or parameterization, which the
experimental portion then subjects to a variety of conditions and tests. Since there is a
continuous connection from interpretation to experiment, the whole process creates
model-based operational definitions of metaphors, building a bridge between qualitative
and quantitative methods.
The experiments might more accurately be called "experimental simulations"
since they take place in a computer, not the world of schools. It may be useful to keep
this distinction in mind, because eventually, real world experiments might become
possible. However, there are also good reasons for believing that there may never be
adequate controls, nor the desire for them, to try to emulate laboratory conditions just so
educational researchers can use the word "experiment" in the same sense as other
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scientists. Instead, the proper world for experimentation and expression in social research
may indeed be through performances including simulation (Paget, 1995). The bridge this
study builds shows how those performances can be more than artistic interpretations of
narrative or experience. The kind of performance used in this study is a quantified
interpretation of narrative that creates the possibility of experimentation through
simulation. The next chapter describes how this is accomplished.
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CHAPTER 3

Methods and Research Design

The purpose of this research was to use systems modeling techniques to 1)
explore the underlying structures and processes of systems change, 2) provide an
alternative framework for understanding leadership and research challenges, and 3)
generate and depict propositions-in-action that can guide school leadership and change in
complex settings. The primary data for the study was derived from a completed study of
reform in five Vermont High Schools conducted by John Clarke, myself and others at the
University of Vermont in 1997 and 1998 (Clarke, et al., in press). This chapter describes
a new research method that moves from narrative interpretation to experimental
simulation and back to interpretation with the aid of a unitary symbolic modeling
environment provided by STELLA (Structural Thinking Experimental Learning
Laboratory with Animation) (Richmond, 1995). The moves between qualitative and
quantitative methods are facilitated by a bridge that relates narrative interpretation to a
system of nonlinear dynamic equations through a visual interface that constrains
relationships among the visual elements. The elements are thus forced to become well
defined within the parameters of the model, which builds the bridge between interpretive
and experimental paradigms. The study is constructivist at the beginning, nonlinearly
deterministic and experimental in the simulation phases in the middle, and reflective and
interpretative at the end.
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Types of Modeling Studies
To orient the methodological journey, it is helpful to consider how school
children are learning about modeling using STELLA. According to Mandinach and Cline
(1993) K-12 teachers use STELLA modeling in essentially three forms: parameter
manipulation, and constrained and epitome modeling. Parameter manipulation takes
place with a preexisting model in what can be termed the experimental phase of
simulation. In a K-12 classroom, a teacher might present students with a previously
constructed model and ask students to change variables to see how differently the model
behaves under new settings and conditions. Constrained modeling uses STELLA to
illustrate or solve traditionally assigned problems, for example, an acceleration problem
in physics. Students in a K-12 classroom might be presented with a traditional set of
information and relationships such as "the water cycle" and be asked to develop an
operational model of the process. Epitome modeling involves the development of original
work that represents a complex, multivariate, finite and bounded representation of a
problem. An example of a K-12 classroom problem would be an open-ended question to
develop a model of the causes of the 1929 stock market crash or the outbreak of the Civil
War.
Leadership and policy studies can utilize all three types of modeling in both
leadership preparation and in research. This chapter concentrates on research. Chapter 6
explores the implications for leadership preparation. Since the problem of leadership in a
complex environment is an open-ended question, the method about to be explained and
then utilized in Chapter 4 is an example of epitome modeling. Once the models are built,
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parameter manipulation is then used to conduct simulation experiments that test the
behavior of the models under various conditions. To introduce the method, this chapter is
organized in three parts: 1) an introduction to the basic definitions and concepts of
dynamic modeling and the rationale for choosing this method, 2) background information
on the data collection process, and 3) a brief explanation of the analysis and presentation
systems selected.
Rationale for a New Qualitative and Quantitative Method
In their chapter on linking qualitative and quantitative data, Miles and Huberman
(1994) offer four illustrative designs, one of which begins with an exploratory qualitative
phase, followed by cycles of quantitative and qualitative stages to survey people and then
to deepen and test findings. Other research designs include simultaneous qualitative and
quantitative efforts, or waves of quantitative work melding into ongoing qualitative work.
This study’s design builds off of an ongoing qualitative effort to understand the dynamics
of change in five Vermont high schools which produced both narratives and "quantized"
data (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 42). The quantized data, already displayed and
interpreted through a variety of time series analyses, are available in an unpublished
manuscript (Clarke, et al. in press).
A traditional statistical paradigm is inappropriate for this study because:
1. A high correlation is already known to exist between the changes being
studied and the actions and events reconstructed by the key informants;
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2. The research sites are complex living settings, not experimental laboratories,
leading to an assumption or expectation of finding nonlinear behavior in the
change processes;
3. Statistics as traditionally used in educational research has difficulty describing
systems which are exhibiting complex behavior over time, and;
4. The primary data set is itself qualitative and narrative in format.
The core quantized data and time series displays plus the narratives of change as
viewed and understood by the key players in the Clarke study were used to develop
STELLA operating models of the dynamics of those change processes.
The Dynamical Modeling Strategy
There are five key ideas used extensively in this study's modeling and theory
building method, presented here based on Abraham's work in dynamical systems theory
(Abraham, 1991) The key ideas set the new modeling strategy apart from other
approaches such as statistical reductionist methods and models.
1. The dynamical modeling strategy focuses on a set of complex evolving
relationships over time and treats the set as "the subject, object and the explanation,
holistic and dynamical” (Abraham, 1991, p. I-1) Statistical reductionist modeling, in
contrast, works primarily with the connections one can find in a static picture. Both views
are useful of course, because we can "stack up" static pictures to make a dynamic,
evolving picture, or "slice through" a moving picture to create a static view. Roughly
speaking, the techniques of statistics are slicing techniques; the techniques of dynamic
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modeling are stacking techniques. But both techniques strive for a common
understanding. Compare for example, the "data collection, organization, and
interpretation" explanation of statistical analysis (Kachigan, 1991) with the "description,
analysis, and interpretation" depiction of the transformation of qualitative data (Wolcott,
1994).
As indicated in Chapter 1, the most important missing element in the static model
is time; slices in time that render a statistic cut the life out of any dynamic system being
modeled. On the other hand, space seems to be the problem in dynamics. Prigogine
(1996) for example, speaks about a generalization of dynamics that "cannot be expressed
in terms of trajectories" leading to a situation that has never been encountered before "non-local description” (p. 37). This is reminiscent of the difficulties qualitative research
has in coming to terms with "generalization” (Guba, 1985). For its part, quantitative
research has difficulties with "interpretation and expression” (Cizek, 1995).
2. The dynamical modeling strategy examines how different types of organization
might arise among those relationships when a critical variable (a control parameter)
changes. In this key idea, we can demonstrate that saltatory evolution of a system (jumps
into new types of organization) can come out of orderly principles; we do not need to
introduce or involve external events. This is what George Richardson (1991) entitles "the
endogenous viewpoint" - the notion that we can view the structure of a system as the
cause of the behaviors it is experiencing. It is also a starting point for "chaos theory," in
the sense that we can define a model system that exhibits unpredictable behavior but is
operating on a strictly deterministic basis. Several psychological and organizational
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science researchers are tracing the reverse path, exploring ways to get from randomlooking data to decisions about whether the system is perhaps chaotic, and therefore
deterministic (Guastello, 1995; Robertson & Combs, 1995).
3. The dynamical modeling strategy depicts causality as multileveled and
multideterminate through dynamically interactive variables. The phrase "multivalued and
multideterminate" means more than an attempt to reexplain or deny causality. Wolcott
(1994) uses the term "rigorous subjectivity" to represent a new criterion in qualitative
research, and I'd like to propose a new "rigorous multileveled and multidetermined"
criterion for models of dynamic causality that bridge between qualitative and quantitative
approaches. Such a criterion seems absent from the naturalistic paradigm of Lincoln and
Guba (1985) who hold that when naive realism is replaced by the assumption of multiple
constructed realities, there is no ultimate benchmark to which one can turn for
justification. They do not explore the possibility that linear and multiple causality are
both constructed benchmarks with a varying degree of agreement within the social
community which constructs them. Stone (1997), in my view, comes closer to a rigorous
multivalued approach in her analysis of causation in politics, providing a good example
of my proposed criterion. The modeling method used in this study illustrates exactly how
this criterion applies. The positivist concept of linear causality is not obsolete, nor need it
be dispatched; dynamics views it as just a limit case of a more complicated issue.
Mathematical constructs are most capable of representing how multileveled,
multideterminate complexity might look and work in a reciprocal, mutually causative
network of relationships. One such construct is fuzzy logic (Kosko, 1993; McNeil, 1993)
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At its core, fuzzy logic is the mathematics of the shift from bivalent (black and white) to
multivalent (shades of gray) logic. In traditional multivariate statistical analysis, when
cluster analysis and multidimensional scaling is presented as a perceptual map of interobject differences (Kachigan, 1991), it represents an attempt to incorporate concepts
handled by fuzzy mathematics. In addition, there is a rich tradition in probability theory
that also addresses some of these kinds of concerns. Systems dynamics modeling can
incorporate these mathematical frameworks, providing researchers with additional
conceptual tools for understanding linear causality as one path among a multilinear and
multileveled causal network of interactive relationships.
4. The dynamical modeling strategy provides an explanation of how selforganization or autopoiesis occurs. The "command and control hierarchical" point of
view as originally defined by Wiener (1948) has led some writers to avoid using the
metaphors and lessons of the field (Richmond, 1994; Zeleny, 1976). But a later definition
arose, first referred to as "second order cybernetics," (Von Foerster, 1979) in which the
attention shifts from the observed system being controlled, to the observer as a selfcontroller. It is this second definition to which the phrase "self-organization" refers. In
dynamical modeling terms, self-organization occurs when feedback (such as selfreflection by an individual or by members of an organization) causes the control
parameter to change, i.e. when the value of the control parameter depends upon the state
of the system. Edelman and Tononi (1995) state the neurological equivalent of reflection
as "reentrant signaling." In organizational terms, self-organization is represented when a
new course or goal is set and a technology is employed to get there, but on the way to the
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goal, the environment changes, causing the organization to drift, so a new course or goal
is set, and so on (Hampden-Turner, 1990).
5. In the dynamical modeling strategy, three types of temporal organization are
found: fixed (homeostatic), cyclic (periodic), and chaotic (aperiodic). Regression to the
mean, in traditional statistical methods, may in certain cases be measuring the
homeostatic or fixed equilibrium point of a dynamic system. For example, when a child is
taller than her parents are, her descendants will tend to be shorter than her and will
"regress to the mean." An example of a physical system with a fixed point is the
dampening of a piano string that has been hit by a key. Over time, the vibration
diminishes and there is silence (the fixed point) again.
An example of cyclic organization is the dynamic equilibrium created by an
externally determined goal and a control system in an environment. For example, if we
suppose that we have a room to heat and we set the thermometer at 68 degrees, the heater
comes off and on continuously as the room overshoots and then undershoots the goal. On
average, the room stays in a range near the externally determined goal of 68 degrees, but
it is actually always moving through any particular degree of temperature in the range as
it cycles its way "around" or "back and forth" approximating the goal. The "swing of the
pendulum" in educational fads and reforms and cycles of policy creation, adaptation, and
implementation may be educational examples of a similar phenomenon.
Chaotic temporal organization, in its technical sense, is most readily illustrated
through mathematical models, such as the "logistics equation" discussions which can be
found in a number of introductory texts on the subject (i.e. Briggs, 1989; Peak, 1994;
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Stewart, 1990). Although many physical examples of chaos deal with very large numbers
of elements (weather systems, water boiling in a pot, turbulence in a stream), complexity
and chaos has more to do with the relationships of elements over time than with large
numbers. For example, until recently it was thought that all systems described by
Newton's laws were alike. The fact that scientists could solve the trajectory of a falling
rock but could not solve a "three body problem," such as the one involving the sun, moon
and earth, was considered merely a question of computation. But Poincare showed that
this was not the case. This growing realization has led to the revival of classical
dynamics, previously considered a closed subject (Prigogine, 1996, p. 31) Figuratively
speaking, chaos is the normal condition of complex systems that are far from equilibrium.
Basic Definitions
A professional development school, or PDS, such as those studied by Clarke, et
al. (in press) can serve as a concrete example of a system struggling to change. It can also
help further define some of the basic concepts needed to apply the key ideas of complex
systems science and the modeling method. An idealized PDS is defined as a K-12 school
site where a university or group of higher education colleges joins a K-12 faculty and
administration to improve teaching and learning. Future teachers immerse themselves in
the daily life of a real school for a full school year. Practicing teachers support the future
teachers and each other in the development of the school and its community, and
everyone involved learns about the changes needed within their own organizations
through what has been termed "simultaneous renewal” (Holmes, 1990). Notice that
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simultaneous renewal requires organizational reflection - the feedback loop that allows a
system to influence itself to change its behavior. Without complexity concepts being
understood and utilized, there is no way to depict this reflection in a traditional slice of
time, because such a representation leads to circularity in logic.
A system is defined as a set of interactive elements, factors or variables. For
example, in the PDS, an analysis might focus on "the role of the teacher" and the "places
where teaching occurs" as two elements we want to track in a system over time. For
argument sake, assume that we can measure both of these factors on a scale of "zero to
multiple" using convenient methods and a way to normalize, parameterize and compare
the results of using the methods. A K-12 teacher starts with zero roles in higher
education, and a higher education faculty starts with zero roles in K-12, and both may
have different numbers of roles in their own sphere at the beginning of a PDS. The
"faculty role" system evolves through the interaction and changes in these elements over
time.
The scale chosen for modeling and theory building greatly effects our focus of
attention on structure and system behavior. We can focus on the relationships among
elements from a great distance - for example, when we view a PDS as two institutions
meeting each other on new ground. Or, we can focus in with a microscope - for example,
if we dissected each institution to describe much more of their internal structures, their
external environments, their mutual and differentiating characteristics, the forces which
tug and pull on them, and so forth. When we are satisfied with our chosen position or
scale, and the level of description of the relationships which helps us inquire and
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communicate about the system, we'll call that the whole system, realizing that we can
never obtain an absolute scale for a complete understanding of any "whole" anything. At
any scale, there will always be elements not included in our picture, and there are always
new scales, including fractional or partial scales, which we did not choose as our frame of
reference. Because of scale, we always deal with partial understandings of complex
systems, even when we call them "whole.”
A dynamical system is one in which the values of the factors change over time.
For example, let's imagine that at an initial time, say the beginning of our idealized PDS,
key faculty members in both institutions had one role in their own institution, but at a
later time, we find that they have three roles in both of the institutions. At any given
moment, the state of the system is a vector of values of the variables.

Table 1.
Example of a state space.
__________________________________________________________________
Faculty A

Faculty B

Point in Time

Roles

Teaching Places

Roles

Teaching Places

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

3

2

3

2

1

3

2

4

3

2

3

2

5

3

2

3

2

__________________________________________________________________
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The current state of the PDS system we are discussing might be the third row of a
table with three values: point in time, role number, and teaching place number (Table 1).
A row of the matrix is one of the vectors of values in the system and represents a spot
along a trajectory path of the system. We can think of the trajectory paths in our example
PDS as the personal professional growth lifelines of the two key faculty positions we
have been discussing.
A time series graph draws a picture of a system as measured over several points in
time (Figure 1)

time

Figure 1. Hypothetical mapping of change of roles over time for two different
individuals in an evolving PDS system, one from a K-12 school and one from a
higher education institution.
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As an exercise, if we take a 3X5 card and slowly drag it across Figure 1 from left to right,
we begin to get a sense of the evolution of the types of roles played by the two faculty
members in our hypothetical PDS. At the beginning, two key faculty members have two
distinct types of roles, but over time, they both expand and merge their roles.
The state space of our "faculty role" system would be all of the possible values of
the variables, and a picture of the representative trajectories is called a phase portrait
(Figure 2)

places where teaching occurs

Figure 2. Hypothetical phase portrait of "types of roles" over "places where
teaching occurs" at a time well after the establishment of a PDS.
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If we choose a spot along a trajectory or lifeline of an element in the system at a
point in time, and then choose a spot further along that trajectory at a later point in time,
we create a measure of the forces changing along that trajectory. Figure 2 is an example
illustrating the forces that might be present late in the evolution of a PDS system, when
multiple roles for key higher education and K-12 professionals are well established.
Higher education trajectories enter from "outside" the K-12 system; K-12 trajectories
enter from "inside." For individuals on those trajectories, three distinct combinations of
role and teaching place have evolved.
These kinds of representations can depict how an individual lifeline is likely to
evolve along the salient dimensions chosen for the system model. In our example, our
choices so far indicate that the key faculty role is critical for success in a PDS, and carries
with it a number and configuration of changes of roles and places for teaching for key
individuals. A phase portrait like Figure 2 arranges those forces into a behavioral map of
the territory at a certain point in time for this evolving system. A dynamical system, as a
mapping of our understanding of a complex organization, is a collection of states of
variables of interest to our analysis, which have instantaneous values exerting forces on
the next instant of the evolution of the whole system.
Operational Definitions of Key Terms
Complexity Theory - A field of study which holds that "the dynamics of complex
systems are founded on universal principles that may be used to describe disparate
problems ranging from particle physics to the economics of societies” (Bar-Yam, 1997).
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The field uses approaches such as nonlinear equations, network theory, the study of
chaos, times series analysis, and other methods.
Dynamics - A set of precise relationships (often mathematically expressed)
presumed to hold among a set of elements behaving over time in a system. For example,
suppose that motivation enhances learning, that is, when motivation is high, learning will
be high. Whether we quantify that relation or not, we have expressed a "direct" (as
opposed to "inverse") mathematical relationship or dynamic between those two elements.
Inquiry paradigms - Epistemological and methodological stances in conducting
research, often broadly categorized into two primary paradigms: "qualitative" or
"quantitative."
Leverage points - The value of any variable in a dynamical system for causing or
contributing to system change, dynamical behaviors or evolution.
Mapping the dynamics of change – This definition combines the mathematical
definition of a map, "any function or multiple-valued relation" (Lapedes, 1978) and the
concept of "mental maps” (Senge, 1990). It refers in this study to a visual model and an
explicit nonlinear dynamical system of equations determining the behavior of the model
as implemented by the computer software STELLA, by High Performance Systems (High
Performance Systems [HPS], 1991).
State space, and state - A state of a system is the instantaneous value of its
elements and relationships. For example, when motivation is high and learning is high,
we might define that as one state; when motivation is low and learning is low, that is
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another state of that system. The entire range of possibilities for that system is its state
space.
System - A group of elements which have been brought together into a unified
and connected network of concepts and relationships.
System change, dynamical behaviors, and evolution - Change of a system over
time from one state to another, the patterns of whole system behavior over time.
Database Selection, Description and Rationale
Five case studies were created during 1997 and 1998 as part of a Regional
Laboratory at Brown University study of innovation in professional development schools
in Vermont, entitled "Dynamic Change in High School Teaching” (Clarke, et al., in
press). That study of innovation provides information that is grounded in five separate
six-year qualitative narratives, each with accompanying timelines. The research includes
both within-case and cross-case sets of findings.
This new study "Mapping the Dynamics of Change" analyzed the five historical
case studies of Vermont high schools and used the analysis as a foundation for a complex
systems analysis of change efforts. The study presents new single and cross-case
descriptions and analyses of innovation as well as a set of computer simulations of key
systems dynamics. The research extends previous work by developing a set of working
simulations of system dynamics.
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Data Collection Methods
The data used in this study are of two types: 1. Visual and narrative
representations built from interviews and 2. Propositions about school change. Both types
were derived from the Clarke et al. study (In press). The data were converted to systems
models rigorously linked to mathematical formats that allowed the models to be
manipulated using simulations to generate further propositions about school leadership
and change.
I personally took part in the collection, organization and interpretation of the
relevant data. The methods included texts, direct experiences, field journals, and
interviews, focus group discussions with both informants and research teams, and coauthoring and editing of narratives by key informants. Some of those experiences are
recorded in two of my chapters in the Clarke, et al. study (in press): Chapter 6
"Organizing Systemic Change: Developing Personal Learning Plans at Montpelier High
School", and Chapter 9 authored with John Clarke, "Reflections on Visual
Representation: Mapping the Dynamics of Change."
The Montpelier story illustrates how the initial narrative and visual data were
created, and is worthwhile to summarize here in order to give the reader a sense of both
the context and the starting point for the research method. A team of seven researchers
came together to design a qualitative research project aimed at finding and representing
how successful innovations are formed and sustained in schools where a university
partnership exists in the form of a professional development school. A professional
development school is a public school where future teachers are simultaneously
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completing their undergraduate education and fully participating in the life of schools. As
Clarke and Spencer note:
We chose to investigate change in five Vermont Professional Development
Schools because our experience supported the intuition that the dynamics of
change in these schools could resemble the dynamics of change in any high
school. Professional Development Schools are school/ university partnerships
committed both to reform and to research on school change. They provide a
useful setting for qualitative research because the partnerships increase the level
of human energy available for classroom experimentation. With increased energy
invested in change, we expected to be able to detect the contribution of different
elements of the educational system to innovations in teaching and learning. Those
innovations were our starting point.
My role was to be the main researcher at Montpelier High School, where I had
been working part time for several years as a consultant on systems change. I thus
had been able to watch various innovations come and go over the years. I knew
the prime movers in the school, the risk takers and those that were hesitant. Owen
Bradley and Bill Haines, two key informants for the innovation under study, were
well known to me. Owen had started out as a "Jobs for Vermont Graduates"
student coordinator, a jobs and skills program for students whom the school was
not serving well with traditional academic programs. Bill was a thirty-year
teaching veteran who tirelessly invented new programs for all students and sought
to connect student learning to the real world of active social science through
community involvement, political action, reflection about historical conditions,
and successful, productive work. Over the years, I had seen these two individuals
change into school system leaders, and I knew that they had been key to the
development of the innovation I wanted to better understand.
A preservice intern, Jennifer Botzojorns, shared the task of collecting data. She
and I interviewed Owen and Bill. She and Owen interviewed many students and
teachers. And I reinterviewed selected people as needed during the study, which
took place from October 1997 until April 1998. The focus of the interviews was
to draw a picture of the events and influences that had given rise to the innovation
- a four year long student-centered educational planning process for every student
in the school. We focused on building an accurate timeline of the major events
and influences that took place during a six-year period from 1991 through 1997.
(Clarke, et al., in press, p. 16)
As we were doing this work, the other six researchers were in their schools doing
much the same. The whole research project team would get together from time to time to
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see how things were going. At those meetings we would develop common protocols for
the interviews, compare what we were finding out, and share the early drafts of
reflections on the field notes. My purpose here is not to describe that research process,
which can be found elsewhere, but to simply give a sense of how two critical sources of
information for this study were created. It was clearly a qualitative approach, and resulted
in narratives and visual representations found in five chapters (one for each high school
studied) in the Clarke, et al. study (in press).
The narratives would be recognized as a familiar format to readers of qualitative
research, but some of the visual representations would not, because they broke new
ground in at least two ways. To tell that part of the story, here is an extended quote from
one of my two chapters:
Early in the Fall of 1997 at the first meeting of the "Innovations" research team,
someone floated the question: "Can we use a visual modeling strategy to show the
patterns of activity and the growth of the innovations we are going to document
and describe?" I was most interested in whether such methods would give a kind
of "moving picture" of the flows of energy and a sense of the elements involved
in the study. Could we coach ourselves through such an experimental inquiry
method at the same time as we articulated the stories of change? We agreed to ask
key participants in each of the sites to tell us when and where significant events
occurred and to talk to us about how those related to other events. Over the life of
this project, we discovered that we could convert narrative information from these
interviews into different kinds of visual representation - and that different
representations opened different perspectives on the schools that we were
studying.
...Over several weeks, each researcher developed a description of the innovation
and a brief outline of how the innovation had come into being. The outline
prompted timelines for each school site, which John turned into graphics. From
our first interviews, we derived the analytic grid with five levels of organizational
activity:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

State policy,
District policy and initiatives,
School level structural changes,
Professional development experiences,
New student learning opportunities (Clarke, et al., in press, pp. 189-190).

At this point in the initial research, some of the team members shared a model
they had developed in a prior study that proposed two primary forces at work in a
complex educational setting. Energy from interactions among students and teachers
moved up, inducing disturbances and chaos in a stable structure. Order moved down the
levels of the model, reorganizing the chaos into structure. Our tentative hypothesis was
that we would find evidence of this cycle of change traveling through these five levels.
Something more interesting turned up, however, which we uncovered as the research
progressed into a stage of mapping the timelines of the site interviews.
About midway through our research during January 1998, all of the project
researchers met together again to see how the stories were developing and to find
out if the mapping techniques were helping or not. Joe DiMartino, of Brown
University and the Regional Laboratory, one of the research's sponsors, came to
the meeting. ...I was fairly confident, or perhaps simply enthusiastic, about the
feasibility of the modeling techniques. But more important than feasibility would
be whether the other researchers would feel there was any relevance in the
approach. I also wondered, and worried a little, if the research sponsors would
think any of this made sense.
The meeting began by sharing each site's story and asking whether the first
mapping of the timeline supported the story's main features. The maps were
messy. Horizontal lines showed where events started and ended, but a tangle of
interconnecting lines stood for a variety of influences at a variety of levels of
intensity, and they came and went like badly designed rail yards full of tracks.
Surprisingly, in spite of the tangles, someone said "Yes, that's it. The story's here.
Back in 1992, the district was playing with the state, and teachers were fighting
over roles and responsibilities, and the two never intersected at all." "Parallel
play," John said, "and it’s on the map as clear as day." Clarifying the picture
resulted from simplifying the Timelines in different ways.
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John asked, "If you squint your eyes, do your stories flow like this?" If a
researcher said, "Well, I'm not sure," then that person got up and started talking
about the story line and making new ink marks on the overheads. As they talked,
people would jump in and say "That part of the story isn't on your map! Where
does it go?" When I got up I put the Montpelier overhead on top of the Essex
map. People thought I was just being funny, and it did look unreadable, except for
one thing. "Look at this," I said. "There's a similar flow in these two stories at
about the same time on the timeline. I hope we find more of these as we go
along." Some patterns were repeated in different schools, but the more compelling
interpretation was that the different maps represented the same wave pattern -- at
different intervals during the change process.
...John faxed me the graphs, and I experimented with turning them into dynamical
models using STELLA, a dynamical systems modeling software. I first assigned
each sector to its own independent area of the model, with a "storehouse" for
counting the significant events mentioned in each of the research stories. (Clarke,
et al., in press, pp. 190-192)

My work with STELLA, amplified by ongoing conversations with John Clarke
and others led to three new kinds of visual representations that have apparently not
appeared elsewhere in the qualitative literature. This tentative judgment is based on a
review of Miles and Huberman (1994) which explores a wide range of representational
alternatives. While examples of timelines and time-ordered event matrices can be found
in their comprehensive review, the primary focus is on the key events and relationships
among those events. Consequently, time is a convenient marker of precedence, but events
are deemed the most significant feature.
The new visualizations in the Clarke et al. study (in press) begin with those events
and attempt to hold time as a constant flow in order to represent that it is a network
structure and a continuous reciprocating flow of relationships that are the most salient
features in the representation. In other words, where most of the representational systems
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in Miles and Huberman (1994) were used to understand the possible components of a
system, in the new pictures, dynamic patterns are represented for the purpose of
comparing site dynamics over time, given a hypothesized structure of relationships.
The new visual representations helped the research team. Innovation had a
different curve in each site, and yet some of the curves resembled one another. The
beginning of one site's story looked like the middle or end of another site's story. By "representing" our findings (Glesne, 1997) in new visual formats, we had opened up new
lines of questions, one of which has led to this current study. "Is there a common
underlying structure of relationships that explains the dynamical behaviors of school
system innovation in these five Vermont high schools?"
Before this study, there was no straightforward way to operationally test the
validity or generalizability of a narrative conclusion, a qualitative proposition, about that
kind of question. Researchers created lists of narrative statements and argued that the
evidence amassed in narratives, images, numbers, and visualizations led to the
propositions. The Clarke, et al. Study (in press) created five such propositions, which I
have labeled “Observations,” one for each sector identified in the data:

Observation 1: State Policy
Policy formulation creates tension between aspiration and actuality, allowing a collective
"vision" to emerge that celebrates and encourages new innovations.
Observation 2: District Initiatives
District initiatives connect innovators to resources within a school community, letting all
members see how their own efforts connect to a shared vision and how further
adaptations are required.
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Observation 3: School Level Adaptations
Systems changes that adapt to active innovations also pressure static educators to begin
adaptive change.
Observation 4: Teacher Learning Opportunities
With continuous interaction among teachers and others in the educational community,
faculty innovation tends to grow toward an organizing vision.
Observation 5: Student Learning Experiences
The needs of students drive teachers to respond; interactions between students and
teachers drive the change process.

This study took those observations or propositions, plus the primary data in the
timelines of events, and mapped hypothetical structural relationships for each of the five
sectors. Each proposition, once modeled, was then subjected to a variety of simulation
tests, some of which utilized the real world data, and others that explored the limits of the
structural relationships in the models. The real world data helped create a number of
rational bases for estimating the quantifiable portions of the models, and the propositions
helped in framing the overall structure of the models.
Data Analysis Procedures
In complex systems analysis, both analytic tools and computer simulation are
needed. Yaneer Bar-Yam (1997, p. xi) points out, for example, that "since analytic
treatments do not yield complete theories of complex systems, computer simulations play
a key role in our understanding of how these systems work." The work of building the
operational computer models will require the following kinds of analytic tools: causal,
recursive and cyclic loop diagramming (Hampden-Turner, 1990; Holling, 1976;
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Maruyama, 1976), time-ordered displays, and event-state networks (Miles & Huberman,
1994). Clarke, et al., did not use these analytic approaches in the prior study (in press).
The level of computer modeling of the data achieved in the study by Clarke, et al.
is similar to that of a University of Vermont dissertation by Michael Deweese (1995)
entitled "Decision making in a small school district: A case study employing principles of
system thinking and iThink." Both the Clarke and Deweese studies used a systems
modeling software to develop historical display curves of the changes that informants
said occurred during a multiyear period.
This study has attempted to build new hypothetical causal network relationships
needed to construct operational computer models that generalize the dynamical behavior
found in the five sites. The new research thus goes beyond purely historical displays to
build new site specific simulation tools for exploring the leadership alternatives in
managing change. The goal has been to create system models which behave accurately
for the nominal situations (as reported and recalled by key informants) and which at the
same time, can be used to test alternative conditions and settings of the key variables.
The Researcher's "Subjective I"
The data sets used to build the models were collected by seven separate
researchers over a nine-month period in 1997 and 1998 and verified by key informants
during that time, using several cycles of review and feedback. One level of review
involved participants and those interviewed at the five sites. Another involved peer
review by the researchers. A third level involved outside review by the Regional
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Laboratory at Brown. As a contributing author to that initial research, I am certainly
predisposed to seeing the data as an accurate reflection of the stories of change as seen
through the eyes of the local educational leaders who were involved in the innovations or
change processes. I am most familiar with one of the five sets of data, but I maintained
close working relationships with the other researchers and called upon them to help fill
gaps in my understanding of those cases. I participated in the earlier data collection effort
by conducting interviews, transcribing notes, building timelines, using member-checking
methods; and I helped direct the collection efforts of others by proposing and then
developing interview protocols as well as descriptive and analytic methods.
In the next chapter, the process of bridge building is undertaken five different
times, one for each of the sectors studied by the Clarke, et al. research team (in press). As
each model is constructed, short simulations or experiments are conducted as new model
elements are constructed and preliminary results are shared.
Those results of the experimental simulations provide a basis for ongoing
reflection on leadership, which were guided by key questions. Do the models reflect a
reasonably accurate interpretation of the qualitative narratives and graphic
representations? When tested, do the models replicate the real world data? Do the
metaphors and interpretations ring true to real leadership situations? Do the models
suggest actions that make sense in our experience of leadership, and are there any
surprises?
Chapter 5 then summarizes the answers to these and other questions, and Chapter
6 extends the findings to leadership preparation and research in the future.
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CHAPTER 4

Mapping the Dynamics of Change

Conclusions in the study by Clarke, et al. (in press) were developed from a series
of observations and implications about five sectors or levels of systems change - state
policy, district initiatives, school level adaptations, teacher learning opportunities, and
student learning experiences. These sectors fit what researchers found when they began
to compare timelines of the stories of the key informants in University of Vermont
Professional Development Schools where successful innovations were known to have
occurred during a six-year period. The common themes of the stories led to the use of the
structure for comparing the events and interactions in the stories. In this chapter, I will
begin with the top sector, policy, and successively treat each of the five sectors, using
illustrative data from the real world study to point out aspects of the models' behaviors.

A Model of the Role of Policy
Concerning the role of policy, in Observation 1 the Clarke, et al. researchers
observed that in places where innovation succeeds:

Policy formulation creates tension between aspiration and actuality, allowing a
collective "vision" to emerge that celebrates and encourages new innovations. (p.
174)
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The systems modeling methodology starts with Observation 1 in its narrative
form, builds the STELLA model, and tests a variety of conditions or settings of the model
through simulation. Results of the modeling process are then published as graphs. As the
model building process unfolds, examples from the real world as recorded in the Clarke
study will illustrate the model's elements and behavior.

Initial Elements and Model of Observation 1
Two initial elements are introduced to represent policy formulation: a process by
which "new policy" gets added to existing "policies." The cloud at the far left of Figure 3
symbolizes the fact that we don't care where the new policy comes from at this point in
our modeling; it can come from the federal government, the state, or the clouds as far as
we are concerned. We are mostly interested in the fact that it arrives and gets added to
existing policies. The cloud thus represents a boundary of the system we are modeling; it
stands for the fact that there is a limit to our analytical interests. Issuing from the cloud is
a pipe with a circle representing a valve hanging below it. The image - cloud, pipe and
valve - is labeled "new policy" and will function as a control on the rate or number of
new policies being created. This number flows from the cloud into the box labeled
"policies," representing the existing policies in the organization.
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Figure 3. Four initial elements needed to model Observation 1: "Policy
formulation creates tension between aspiration and actuality."

In the graphic modeling language used in this and all diagrams in this study, the
symbols will always represent the same general functionality. A box will not mean one
kind of thing in this context and then mean something else in another context. For
example, the symbol used here to represent "new policy" will always stand for a flow of
something being transported from one place to another, in this case, a flow of external
policies coming into the policy arena of the system. The symbol of a box will always
represent a storehouse, stock, shelf, or in other words, a memory-like function for the
model. The constancy of symbolic representation in the graphics is one of the advantages
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of using this systems modeling method. It allows reproducibility as well as clarity of
definitions and assumptions underlying an interpretation of a narrative.
In Figure 3 there are also two other elements: a circle labeled "aspirations" and
another one labeled "actuality." The circle symbols in diagrams will always represent a
constant, variable, or converter of information. Thus far, we have four elements that
appear in Figure 3.
To represent informational relationships among the four parts, arrows are
introduced to connect some of the elements to allow the transfer of information. For
example, in Figure 4 a line of information is drawn from existing policies to aspirations,
to allow an influencing of the tension between aspirations and actuality. The line could
have been drawn from policies to actuality, or to both, and the model could still achieve
the primary objective of creating a tension between aspirations and actuality. The choice
settled on here represents the five research sites where making changes was encouraged
by "...allowing a collective vision to emerge that celebrates and encourages new
innovations." The model can now demonstrate a positive influence transfer from policies
to aspirations, widening the gap with actuality by raising aspirations. This choice is
consistent with the Clarke, et al. study (in press) which focused on successful
innovations, not failed policies.
Turning for a moment to the real world, at Otter Valley High School during the
years from 1991 to 1997, a top-down change process took place (Clarke, et al., in press,
p. 50). Policy ideas coming from the district Superintendent and the Director of
Curriculum and Assessment attempted to raise the aspirations of faculty to create a
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standards-driven system. In Essex High School during the same period of years, the
policy influence doesn't enter at the beginning of the period from the top, but in the
middle of the period arising from the bottom through interactions between students and
teachers, and teachers with peers (p. 76). The policy raised the aspirations of faculty by
restructuring roles and engaging people in decisions, teaching them new skills, and
supplying them with financial incentives (p. 81). In both South Burlington (p. 102) and
Montpelier (p. 124), polices were woven into long range planning processes that
developed widespread public and staff support. In Mount Abraham, "activity at the policy
and classroom level put continuous pressure for change on the systems Mount Abe was
using to organize school life” (p. 158). All of these examples illustrate the principle that
policies can attempt and sometimes achieve a positive influence on the aspirations of
important stakeholders like teachers, students and the public.
How does the computer model help us learn how aspirations are raised by
supportive policy? At this stage of its development, the model can begin to produce
graphs to show how the initial four elements (new policy, existing policy, aspirations, and
actuality) operate in the simulation environment. What follows are the background
equations that express the dynamics of the system and a series of graphs showing the
results of simulations.
The dynamics of the simulation of Figure 4 are driven by a series of initial
settings for the "policies" box and the "aspirations" and "actuality" circles (Table 2). The
policy box starts out empty (0). The aspirations circle is set at a positive number (1) and
the actuality circle is set at a negative number (-1) to represent a gap between high
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aspirations and a somewhat lower reality. In addition, the aspirations circle is set so that
future policies add to the positive number. As policies grow, aspirations will be just
ahead of them by 1 and the gap with actuality will grow.

Figure 4. A line connects policies to aspirations to represent a positive influence,
as policies are formulated, aspirations are raised, widening the gap between
aspirations and actuality.

New policy flows into existing policies in a cyclic pattern, which we might think
of as a control variable allowing us to study what will happen when periods of new policy
formation are followed by periods when no policies are formulated. The cyclic function
"coswave(3, 3)" in Table 2 is acting like a knob which is being turned up and down as
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time moves forward during the simulation. The knob is turned up to a level of "3" and
then down to zero in each cycle and takes "3" periods of time to complete its cycle. Both
the level and period of the cycle are arbitrary testing magnitudes that facilitate
examination of the patterns in the dynamics. Later in this chapter, those magnitudes will
be changed in order to experiment with the model. To make this concrete, the real world
situations studied by Clarke, et al. (in press) supply us with evidence that metaphorically
speaking, the knob was turned down in Otter Valley from 1991 to 1995. During the same
period, the flow of policy formulation was lower in Essex High School than in
Montpelier, with dramatic results in the historical records. This is further discussed
below.
Policies accumulate in the box in Figure 4 determined by a partial differential
equation that in a sense remembers how many policies were in the box in the previous
period of time and adds to that, the new policies created in the present period of time.

Table 2.
Equations and settings for model elements in Figure 4.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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When commanded to "run" the simulation, the computer takes all of these settings
and relationships and plays out the scenario, producing a time series graph of Figure 4
running under the assumptions of Table 2. That result is available for inspection in Figure
5. One can see that a gap does indeed grow between aspirations and actuality. Actuality
stays put in its constant negative position, a flat straight line labeled "2" in the figure.

Figure 5. As long as new policy formulation (4) is greater than zero, there is
growth in both policies (3) and aspirations (1). Actuality (2) is represented as a
constant negative factor.

The graph of Observation 1 at this point in the development of the model (Figure
5) shows the essential quality expressed in the narrative "Policy formulation creates
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tension between aspiration and actuality." Note however, that both policies and
aspirations shoot off of the graph, an unnatural result that is due to the incompleteness of
the model at this stage. In the real world there are limits to how many policies an
organization can maintain as well as limits to how high individual aspirations can be
driven by policy. For example, at Otter Valley, limiting factors included leadership
changes, tight budget years, and hostile negotiations (p. 59). In Essex, the lack of a
formal structure for peer interactions and decision making limited the change process (p.
85).
To begin to remedy the "run away" behavior in the model, additions to the
diagram can account for policies which people ignore, as illustrated by Otter Valley, as
well as policies which contribute to higher aspirations for better schools. New model
elements can also limit aspirations by linking them to actuality, as illustrated by the Essex
case and other schools in the Clarke, et al. study (in press). In the next section, the model
building process takes up the rest of Observation 1: "...allowing a collective vision to
emerge that celebrates and encourages new innovations."
An Intermediate Model of Observation 1
The expanded model given in Figure 6 assumes that a portion of an innovative
supporting policy is transformed into a collective vision. An example of this is when a
strategic plan becomes a touchstone for efforts by an organization, as it did in South
Burlington and Montpelier (Clarke, et al., in press). Each of the individual efforts is a
partial instantiation of the collective vision. Thus, the model extends the flow past the
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policies box in two streams: one stream represents policies that are ignored, and a second
represents those that increase the rate at which innovation is adapted into the collective
vision.

Figure 6. Policies are either supportive of the innovation, or they are ignored. If
they are supportive, then the rate of innovation in the school increases as a
function of the gap between aspirations and actuality.

Collective vision is not yet represented in the intermediate model. But the model
has a new operator - the rate of innovation - to receive information about the gap between
aspirations and actuality and regulate a stream of positive influences that will allow a
collective vision to emerge and will encourage innovations.
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As before, it is helpful to examine the background equations or dynamics and then
see the graphic results of running a simulation of the model at this stage. The dynamic
equation for the policies box now includes "outflows" representing the two streams of
ignored or supportive policies (Table 3). The ignored policies are computed by taking all
of the existing policies minus those that are supportive. In a somewhat more complex
computation, the innovation rate has two parts. If the gap between aspirations and
actuality goes negative, that is, if actuality is a bigger negative impact than the positive
impact of aspirations, or if aspirations fall below the point where there is any positive
impact, then no policies become a part of the collective vision. The creation of vision
stops. This is a simulation of the familiar situation where internal or external
circumstances interfere with learning and growth. The Otter Valley story illustrates this.

Table 3.
Equations and settings for model elements in Figure 6.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

In Otter Valley, actual conditions worsened when "the School Board enacted
extensive budget cuts and imposed a contract on district teachers that severely reduced
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teacher participation in all non-teaching activities” (p. 50). The negative impact of those
actions outweighed the positive impact of the attempt of the Superintendent and
Curriculum Director to raise aspirations, and the result was a "three year hiatus in
interaction among systems, faculty development and the student experience from 1992 to
1995” (p. 50).
If a positive impact is present in the gap between aspirations and actuality, that is,
when aspirations are sufficiently high or when actual conditions become positive, then
the model assumes that a partial transfer occurs. One might think of the transfer as a
portion of policy becoming effective as vision, because a portion of the positive balance
of aspirations or conditions is available to implement the policy. This feature allows
collective vision to emerge. In Essex High School, for example, actual conditions were
improved when a new organizational structure was created that increased faculty voice
and learning. Consequently, the change process spread within the school (p. 76 - 77). A
lower degree of strength of the positive impact in Essex limited the innovation to the
school level and distinguishes that situation from Montpelier, where due to a larger
degree of strength developed through widespread public engagement, the innovation
spread to the entire district (p. 130). This range of strengths and the associated summative
impact of the gap between actuality and aspirations can be represented by turning the
"policy strength" knob from zero through three. That job is accomplished by the "x"
value in the "coswave(x, y)" function that first appeared in the model in Table 3.
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Figure 7. Policy formulation (3) creates tension between aspiration (1) and
actuality (2). The rate of innovation (4) is effected by that tension.

The graph of the system at this point becomes periodic (Figure 7). Neither
aspirations nor policies shoot off into the stratosphere, but remain in a dynamic linked
relationship to each other. When they are at a peak, then the rate of innovation also rises,
providing that sufficient conditions exist in actuality so that there is an overall positive
impact. The model can now demonstrate two behaviors that were not immediately
evident from the initial narrative of Observation 1 alone. First, it is possible to have such
negative conditions that no innovation can occur, as illustrated by Otter Valley. Second,
for any set of actual conditions, there can be found a combination of aspirations or policy
"level of impact" which also limits or controls innovation, as illustrated by Essex. We
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expect that if aspirations are completely and only driven by policy, which might be the
case in "work to rule" situations where aspirations are no higher than what is expected
and required, then the actual conditions must be significantly positive for there to be any
innovative movement. And given positive actual conditions, the strength of policy (the
percentage of the rate of new policy formulation which is being included in existing
policies) determines the correlative level of innovation which will occur, as illustrated by
the difference between the extent of innovation in Essex and Montpelier.
The Completed Model for Observation 1
The model developed thus far shows how a new policy that is supportive to
innovation might join existing policies in the organization and raise people's aspirations,
creating a tension with actuality. People in the organization either ignore the policy or, if
actual conditions and aspirations have a positive balance, they innovate. The model is
now ready for its final element, "collective vision."
According to Observation 1 in the Clarke, et al. study (in press), as people adapt
to supportive policy they both contribute to an emergent collective vision and encourage
innovations. To represent "collective vision", the model introduces a new kind of symbol,
which looks like a box with vertical lines. The box is a memory-like function similar to
the "policies" box, but it has a time delay feature (Figure 8). This allows the symbol to
represent a conveyor that treats vision as an element that builds over time and begins to
dissipate after some time (called the transit time) has passed. The way this particular
element works can be thought of as "first in, first out, with a delay." The time delayed
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accumulator feature is evident in the real world examples of the Clarke, et al. study (in
press). For example, the time needed to "consolidate connections between policy and
practice" at Mount Abraham High School (p. 151), and the time needed for design efforts
by faculty to "plan and reorient the journey" of a new policy at Montpelier High School
(p. 125). In South Burlington, the change "did not evolve quickly but resulted from a
shared view of learning that evolved over time” (p. 105).

Figure 8. The completed model of Observation 1. Policy formulation creates
tension between aspiration and actuality, allowing a collective "vision" to emerge
that celebrates and encourages new innovations.
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The outflow labeled "dissipation" works automatically. If we put in a specific
amount of innovation at the beginning of the transit time, when the time is up, exactly
that amount of innovation will leave the system. As it leaves, it sends a negative impact
on actuality. This is of course a highly artificial function, as are all of the elements in a
model of this kind, chosen to examine extremes of the model in order to suggest
counterparts in the real world. Evidence of dissipation from the Clarke, et al. study (in
press) is partial. In the Otter Valley story, while the change toward innovation was
feasible, it was not likely "to occur in the future without additional connection between
district policies, funding patterns, curriculum alignment and professional development
activities" (p. 57). The change process "did not transform existing systems that support
conventional practice” (p. 58). That lack of transformation is evidence of dissipation of
the original policy strength, lessened by the portion not making it into collective vision.
Too little positive influence then traveled upward from collective vision to aspirations,
with the result that there was no impetus for the practice to spread (p. 59).
As a further confirmation of the role of dissipation in this model, the other case
studies in Clarke, et al. (in press) provide additional evidence. In Essex High School at
the time of the study, change had "not become systemic" because it did not "engage the
whole school in pursuit of a common vision” (p. 76). In South Burlington's case, it
seemed "unlikely that systemic change would become a possibility without dynamic
interaction between individual creativity and collective organization throughout the
evolution" of the change. Dissipation at Montpelier can be inferred in the delayed
evolution of the new policy, while "the school district turned attention to high priority
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needs for teachers," rather than to the policy change. Clarke (in press) calls the
phenomenon "systemic momentum" when people "get involved and remain involved
while other parts of the organization gradually become engaged” (p. 184). Systemic
momentum is slowed by dissipation.
The point of modeling is to be able to test various conditions, hypotheses, and
assumptions to explore its features and to be able to compare it with real world settings,
as we have been doing all along. And since important new features have been found with
every new element added to the model, it is again useful to first examine the background
equations and settings, and the resultant graph.
The dynamic of the "collective vision" box is the innovation rate minus the
dissipation rate, which does not begin to work until the transit time has passed. By setting
the transit time to "12," the model allows collective vision to build for 12 cycles before
dissipation begins (Table 4). As in other magnitudes chosen for modeling, this is an
arbitrary number of time cycles and can just as easily represent seconds as it can months
or years. For the purposes of representing collective vision, the timeframe of the model is
perhaps best thought of in terms of months. The Montpelier story illustrates this. There, a
teacher-led team worked for "over a year of design efforts, introductory sessions and long
open discussions by the staff" and consequently, "a whole-school program emerged”
(p.125).
Since collective vision needs time to grow, the implication for practice is that
leadership needs to "emphasize continuity" by celebrating innovations that "reflect the
vision over a long period of time” (p 174 ). The completed model can now illustrate why
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that is good advice, because if the transit time for building collective vision is short,
policy and aspirations rise and fall, with no long term effect, much like in Figure 7 where
collective vision was not yet an element in the model. The Mount Abe story illustrates
this by noting that "long term change could not be accomplished through a varying menu
of short term workshops and courses” (p. 158).

Table 4
Equations and settings for model elements in Figure 8.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

The "entrance capacity" set at infinite in Table 4 means that any amount of
innovation is allowed to come into and be a part of the collective vision. Two other
important changes to the model are 1) collective vision adds to aspirations and 2)
dissipation subtracts from actuality. The first change completes the fulfillment of
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Observation 1, that collective vision "celebrates and encourages new innovations," which
occurs when the gap between aspirations and actuality is widened by both policy and
collective vision. The second change, like the element "policies ignored," is an
inescapable feature of a real system; a vision which is running off of the energy of
aspirations and policy alone will eventually dissipate or move on to another focus of the
organization.
When the simulation of the completed model diagram in Figure 8 is run and is
controlled by the equations and settings in Table 4, aspirations, for the first time in the
modeling process, pull away from the policy driver (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Collective vision (5) raises aspirations (1) and the rate of innovation (4).
Due to the long transit time (12 months) before the vision begins to dissipate, only
a minor negative impact can be seen on actuality (2).
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In addition, the rate of innovation begins to climb. Both aspirations and the rate
innovation have been impacted by the accumulation of collective vision. Due to the long
transit time, the time it takes collective vision to build up before dissipation starts, Figure
9 shows only a slight downward pull on actuality near the end of the displayed period of
twelve months.

Figure 10. A display of 24 months shows that policy production (3) is overtaken
by innovations (4) when the collective vision (5) and aspirations (1) are
sufficiently high. At the same time, the limiting effect of actuality (2) is driven to
a lower oscillation.
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In Figure 9 it is impossible to tell whether collective vision and aspirations are
shooting off of the map - a feature which appeared in the initial model of Observation 1
(Figure 3) and indicated that the model did not have adequate or realistic controls or
boundaries. To examine this further, Figure 10 displays 24 "months" or cycles of time.
When the timeframe is increased to 24 months, (Figure 10) the effect of
dissipation of vision begins to appear, and at the same time, innovation efforts reach
higher than policy and push both the collective vision and aspiration levels higher still.
Toward the end of the display, it begins to look like the negative impact of actuality
worsens, but the spike after 20 months shows the effect of the oscillating policy creation
driver "coswave(3, 3)" setting a limit. To make this control feature concrete, Mount
Abraham provides a real world example. In that case study, small changes in structure
drive, or force, "the whole district to adapt in ways that are internally consistent, but
responsive to continuing pressure from the outside world” (p. 163). The world outside of
the system is represented in the model by the cloud that issues new policy. Internal
consistency is continuously interrupted or pressured by an outside perturbation, as might
happen with a stream of a new state policies arriving at the doorstep of the school. The
system responds to reestablish internal consistency, the oscillation continues.
In this model, which is representing the creation of helpful, innovation-producing
policy, cycles of policy creation and dissipation drive the whole system. When helpful
policies are accepted, aspirations are raised, and innovation occurs that contributes to
collective vision. Collective vision builds over some time and adds further to aspirations.
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When the collective vision wanes, or moves to follow a new policy, actual conditions
worsen temporarily.

Figure 11. A 3 year display of the completed model, rescaled to show the full
range of magnitudes, illustrates that a dynamic equilibrium is eventually reached.

To view further what is going on, we need to expand the vertical range of the time
series graph. It would also be helpful to see past 24 months. We might think of this as
"backing up" to take a longer view of the system behavior over time. Figure 11 presents a
36-month view of the system and proves that given enough time to settle into its
dynamics, the completed model will oscillate at a dynamic equilibrium. Two conclusions
from the Clarke study (in press) support the idea of dynamic equilibrium in the
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organization; mutual benefits and reciprocity were both identified as important for
change and growth (p. 173). Mutual benefit assures that a positive (noninhibitory)
influence moves in the direction of the receiving element, and reciprocal interaction
guarantees that it comes back to the sending element, establishing a measure of selfreference and an indicator of boundary conditions needed for dynamic equilibrium. Those
conditions sustain the interaction over time, which is necessary for growth. These
features were found in four out of five cases studied by Clarke, et al. (in press).
Testing the Model Through Simulations
The model is now ready for testing of its variables and conditions, to explore how
to achieve and sustain a variety of desired systemic effects. The model is an example of a
dynamically stable system, one which we can describe as controlled by "cyclic
attractors", to use the language of dynamical system theory.
What happens to such a system under a variety of conditions? The modeling
approach used here allows us to look at various settings of the variables to further
investigate and interpret systemic behavior, hopefully with plausible connections to real
world educational settings becoming established through example.
The Impact of Actual Conditions
One question to explore is what happens if the actual conditions are not as bad, or
much worse than the initial settings used so far. Working on paper is not as flexible as
working live and "online" with the program, but we can use extreme views to make quick
observations. For example, setting the "actuality" element to -3, which increases the
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magnitude of its negative impact in this model, we find that the system cannot climb off
of the floor. No policy persists or accumulates; no innovation effort succeeds; no
collective vision emerges (Figure 12). This argues forcefully that minimum levels of
actual conditions must be present before innovation and change are possible.
On the other hand, when actual conditions are raised well above a threshold of
balance with aspirations, there is no additional contribution to the total system
performance. In other words, at a certain point, there is no sense in improving actual
conditions beyond the point where other elements in the system take over! We can
examine exactly what variables in the model system cause this to occur, which might
give us insight into real systems.

The Impact of Capacity Building
What is noticeable when actual conditions are highly positive, including settings
when they are far above aspirations, is that the transit time of building the collective
vision controls the onset of the dynamic equilibrium of the system. We can think of
transit time as capacity building, because before the system has a collective vision,
innovation stays flat (Figure 6, Table 3, and Figure 7). What would happen if we could
shorten the time that it takes to build capacity? We'll examine that question next.
As Figure 13 shows, lowering capacity building time lowers the height or
magnitude of aspirations and the collective vision. As capacity building time approaches
zero, the graph resembles Figure 12.
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Figure 12. If actuality (2) is sufficiently negative, then policy (3) cannot impact
the other elements.
The model allows us to stipulate a finite "entrance capacity" for collective vision,
to simulate varying degrees of an encompassing vision. When collective vision is quite
small, (as in Otter Valley and Essex where a few people were the center of the change)
innovation is limited in magnitude. But when collective vision is quite large, (as in
Montpelier and Mount Abraham where large numbers of people have been engaged),
innovations are in danger of constantly being surpassed. If a dynamic equilibrium doesn't
get established, the systems can develop a "run-away" problem as we have seen in earlier
models, which will tire people out and lead to burnout, or result in a dispersion of
energies and efforts.
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Figure 13. When transit time (time to build capacity) is shortened from 12 to 6
months, the maximum values of collective vision (5) and aspirations (1) are
lowered. Compare with Figure 9.

As capacity building time is lengthened, the period of growth of innovation and
collective vision is lengthened. Which also means that if capacity building time is quite
long, dynamic equilibrium is again not reached and innovations may exceed the "entrance
capacity" of the collective vision to hold everything. Systems need sufficient capacity
building time as well as minimum actual conditions in order for innovation, change and
the emergence of collective vision. The model thus further demonstrates the validity of
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Clarke, et al. (in press) Observation 1, while adding rich new detail to the related
conclusions.

The Impacts of Policy Formulation
The model presents two ways to examine the impacts of policy formulation
through the rate that new policy enters the system: 1) the magnitude of the impact of the
policy, and 2) the length of time it takes for the policy to reach maximum impact.
Introduced earlier, the mathematical function used to simulate these two features is the
cosine wave or "coswave(x,y)" function. The variable "x" represents the amplitude, and
"y" represents the period of the wave function. All of the models, tables, figures and
graphs up to this point have kept the two quantities constant at "3" to facilitate visual
comparisons. This constancy is what has created the "wiggle" in the graphs, coming first
from the creation of policy, passing to aspirations and ignored policies at the same time,
returning to innovation efforts, and later, its residuals from collective vision and
dissipation of vision returning to aspirations and actuality respectively. Now, we would
like to see the effect of experimentation with both quantities.
By experimenting with the amplitude (the "x" in the coswave(x,y) function), we
can ask whether it makes a difference or not how strong a policy is created. The
amplitude can be thought of as the power of the impact of the policy in this model.
Smaller amplitudes are less powerful. Set low, the system elements vary little as they
slowly evolve over time. However, set high, the graph has to be rescaled to show the new
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heights of aspirations and collective vision (and the new depths of actuality). The more
powerful the impact of the policy is, the wider the gap that is continuously formed
between aspirations and actuality. Evidence from the Clarke, et al. study (in press) is
suggestive of the role of policy impact. A comparison of STELLA maps for the five sites
in that study show a marked difference in the slow evolution of all parts of the system in
Otter Valley, compared to earlier and more energetic evolution of parts of the systems in
the remaining four sites (Clarke, et al., in press, p. 192 - 194).
By experimenting with the period (the "y" in the coswave(x,y) function), we can
ask whether it makes a difference how long a policy takes to be formed in this system.
Setting the period to 18 months, representing the number of months it takes to complete
one cycle of policy formulation, lengthens the shape of all elements.
The lengthened period of policy formulation also shows us that if policy is not
continuously created then innovation ceases. During such periods, there may be
incubation or consolidation of system adaptations, as illustrated by the Montpelier case
study (p. 131- 133), or it may be a time of no progress, as in the hiatus of interaction in
the Otter Valley case study (p. 50).
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Figure 14. A period of 18 months and an amplitude of 3 for the policy cycle (3)
causes significantly longer times when no innovation occurs (4).

The relationship of policy creation to innovation in the model is evident in Figure
14 in the flat lines for both policies (3) and innovation rate (4) for a number of months. In
addition, the maximum amplitude of both aspirations and collective vision are lower the
longer policy takes to be formulated. The case studies do not provide direct evidence of
this prediction from the model. In contrast, shortening the period length for policy
formulation increases the frequency, which might be appropriate for start-up
organizations, but may be unrealistic for mature organizations, where many policies
already exist and new ones often tread an arduous path until acceptance. The shorter
cycle of policy creation feeds aspirations and collective vision more often, causing higher
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levels to be obtained. Evidence of the role of shorter cycles can be seen in four out of five
of the case studies, identified as mutually beneficial and reciprocal interactions among
the five levels of the system: state, district, school, teacher development, student
experience (Clarke, et al., in press, p. 195 - 196).

Summary of the Policy Model
The following statements are all demonstrable as behaviors of the system
modeled above (Figure 8). In organizations where policy formulation creates tension
between aspirations and actuality, there are several elements involved in the emergence
of a collective vision and the encouragement of innovation. A minimum level of actual
conditions and aspirations are necessary but not sufficient conditions for the production
of innovation. Either aspirations or actual conditions can prevent innovation and the
growth of collective vision, so both elements must be in an appropriate balance to attain
the minimum level.
When the necessary balance is present, then new policy formulation is a crucial
element, because neither actual conditions nor aspirations drive the system. The source of
continuous new energy in the system comes from people adapting or innovating in
response to new policy production that has already raised their aspirations. When policy
formulation remains constant, it ceases to feed the accumulation of collective vision and
encourage innovation.
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In addition to the activity of policy formulation, the impact and the length of time
of the policy cycle have important effects on the unfolding shape of the elements in the
system. Weak policies produce lower aspirations and collective vision than strong
policies. However, more critical for sustained growth are the length of time for a
complete policy cycle and the coordination of that time with the length of time for
building collective vision. Shorter time frames of the policy cycle cause the system to
have weaker production of innovations; longer time frames lead to unsustainable high
levels of aspirations and collective vision, with wide swings in periods of innovation and
periods of no activity. Too short a time for building collective vision results in an
unproductive system. Finally, concerning the ratio of the time for collective vision
building to the period of the policy cycle, ratios greater than one achieve higher levels of
aspirations and collective vision. It is important to note that for any set of conditions that
lead to growth, after a sufficient time, the system will "settle" into stable periodic (non
growing) patterns, indicating that introduction of new policy and changes in conditions
are vital to initiate periods of growth.
Table 5 presents settings of the variables of the model that give an approximation
of dynamic behaviors similar to those observed in the five case studies in Clarke, et al., in
press. The quantities are based on the narratives and timelines constructed by separate
researchers and verified by participants, and are offered here solely to demonstrate the
flexibility of the modeling method to take on a variety of shapes and values to conform to
actual conditions.
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Table 5.
Hypothetical policy roles based on five case studies of Otter Valley (OV), Essex (E),
South Burlington (SB), Montpelier (M), and Mount Abraham (MA)
Policy's Role
OV

E

SB

M

MA

New policy
Strength
Period

0

1

2

3

3

36

12

24

18

12

10

20

20

80

60

1

1

1

3

3

-3

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

18

18

Innovation rate
% of efforts becoming vision
Aspirations
Actuality
Collective vision
Capacity building (months)

Implications for Future Research on the Model of Observation 1
All of the conclusions stated above are reproducible, and can be analyzed and
criticized in their entirety due to the mathematical nature of the dynamics as seen in
Table 4. The great majority of the conclusions also have real world examples that
illustrate the principles in action. However there is an essential leap of faith which must
be made between a model and reality, which no amount of illustration can provide. That
leap is evident when a hypothesis that stems from a model is tested in the real world. If
the results of the test are consistent with the model, then it remains standing, or is perhaps
improved in some way. If not, then the model needs to be changed. A real world test of
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the model would entail the construction of metrics for the variables listed in Table 5 and
then using them to gather data from carefully selected whole-school innovation sites
using standardized methods.
The questions in need of metrics of measurement in order to test the policy model
include:
1) What is the level of impact of the policy as perceived by those who could have
or did implement it? (integer scale of 0 to 3)
2) How long did the policy take (in number of months) to reach its maximum
impact?
3) Is the initial balance of aspirations versus actuality that is implied by the policy
neutral, or weakly or strongly negative or positive? (integer scale from -2 to 2)
4) What percentage of adoption efforts actually become effective additions to the
collective vision? (ten item scale of 10 to 100 percent)
5) How much capacity building time is needed? (in number of months)

These parameters, if adequately measured and then used in the model could
facilitate a real world test of the extent of the model's ability to predict the evolution of
the tensions and the emergence of a collective vision related to a policy innovation in a
real setting. The post-hoc use of data found in the Clarke, et al. study (in press) is an
accessible and practical source of evidence until a controlled test can become feasible.
Until then, the available data provides several confirming points of real world evidence
for the principles involved in the model.
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A Model of the District's Role

Initial Elements in the Model of Observation 2
In this section, a model is constructed based on a second observation from the
study of high school innovation by Clarke, et al. (in press). Offered as a way to think
about the role of the district in supporting innovation, the study observed the following
about high school change:

District initiatives connect innovators to resources within a school community,
letting all members see how their own efforts connect to a shared vision and how
further adaptations are required. (p. 174)

You may recall that the district's role is one of five sectors defined by Clarke, et
al. (in press): 1. State policy, 2. The district's role, 3. School level innovations, 4. Teacher
development, and 5. Student experiences. This study is working its way through that list.
The model just completed represented Observation 1 and dealt with the role of policy.
The model about to be built represents Observation 2 and deals with efforts by a district
aimed at directing or supporting change.
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A Submodel of Teachers Becoming Innovators
To construct a STELLA model of Observation 2, three initial elements are
introduced as a submodel: a box representing all teachers in the system, a flow of
teachers who are joining the new innovation effort, and a box to receive the teachers who
have become innovators (Figure 15). Observation 2 implies that as members of a school
community see where valued resources are going, they may be induced to take part in the
effort, and will join the ranks of the innovators.

Figure 15. The teachers-becoming-innovators submodel introduces the first three
elements.

In the dynamic equations for this submodel (Table 6) the number of teachers in
the system is arbitrarily set at 100. To illustrate in simple terms the effect of teacher
training or cultivation into the innovation, the flow of teachers joining the effort and
becoming innovators is initially set at a constant (1) representing the number of teachers
who join the effort each month. This choice assumes that one teacher per month can be
turned from an untrained to a trained teacher in the new innovation, or alternatively, that
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it would take about a month of intensive training per teacher but the organization can
only afford to train one teacher at a time.
A real world example offers a perspective on this point. The South Burlington
case study (Clarke, et al, in press) documents how technology developments were largely
the province of two or three pioneers who developed in isolation from each other.
Extremely long timelines dating from 1967 to 1998 in one case, are testimony to the slow
evolution of innovation when driven by individual creativity alone. By the end of the
Clarke, et al. study, South Burlington was just beginning the transformation of the whole
staff into technology-using innovators. The submodel can simulate the South Burlington
case by setting the number of innovators with one or two people and the number of
teachers flowing into innovators as a constant less than one.

Table 6.
Equations and settings for model elements in Figure 15.

__________________________________________________________________

For initial illustrative purposes then, the graphic output of the submodel will be
based on 100 teachers, zero innovators, and a constant of one teacher becoming an
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innovator each month. Given those settings, it obviously takes 100 months for all of the
teachers to become innovators. This may at first seem like a long time, but as the South
Burlington case shows, a complex change may take even longer. In addition to the pace
of twelve teachers per year becoming transformed, the submodel also assumes that once
teachers make the change, they do not "back slide" and need further encouragement. And
further, it assumes that the pace of change can be kept up until all teachers have joined
the effort and the ranks of the innovators. Considerations like these would add
complexity and realism, which can be introduced later. For now, the submodel is kept
simple.
Being simple, the system has a linear behavior. This is evident in the graph
produced by a simulation of Figure 15 running under the dynamics of Table 6 (Figure 16)
In later editions of the model presented below, these assumptions and settings are altered
to become more complex and realistic. When the remaining number of teachers who need
to be engaged in the innovation equals the number who have already joined the effort, a
critical halfway point has been reached. The simple linear model predicts a four-year
process (4.16 years) to reach the halfway point and an equal number of years to reach all
teachers with the transformation into innovators.
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Figure 16. As the rank of innovators (1) grows, the pool of all teachers not yet
involved in the innovation (2) decreases.

A Resources Submodel
A second set of elements is introduced to represent the flow of resources in the
system (Figure 17) Resources can be human and technical as well as financial. For this
submodel, an overall strength indicator is set to represent the value of all resources
directed at cultivating teachers to become innovators in a particular program. A period
indicator is set to represent the time series evolution of the availability of the resources how and when the resources wax and wane over time. To make this concrete with a case
from the Clarke, et al. study (in press), the Otter Valley evidence shows that teachers had
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a lower level of direct benefit from resources from 1991 to 1995 compared to the other
four case study sites. More resources in Otter Valley were directed among the district, the
state, and a university partner than to teachers and students. This lack of resources
flowing to teachers would be represented in this submodel by a low strength indicator on
the resources inflow. By 1995 when resources began to flow to teachers at Otter Valley,
36 months had passed since the initial impacts of state policy were known in that system
(p. 48 - 53). The timing of that resource peak would be represented in the submodel by a
large period indicator.
With both a strength and timing indicator regulating the inflow, resources flow
into the system from outside. As the resources enter they either support the innovation or
they flow out of the system to support other parts of the organization. The flow of support
to the innovation is a small percentage of all resources flowing into the system, with the
balance flowing out to other parts of the organization (Figure 17). In later experiments,
after the two submodels are combined, the flow of support to the innovation will take on
a more complex role determined by a changing number of teachers gaining access to
resources in proportion to the relationship of innovators to all other teachers.
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Figure 17. The resources submodel depicts how resources flow into the system
from outside and then either support the innovation or flow out elsewhere.

The mathematical settings and dynamics of the resources submodel (Table 7)
begin with the inflow of resources, which is set by a variable function "coswave(20, 12)"
that presents a changing result over time to the input of the stock of resources. The first
argument of the function (20) is the indicator of the strength or value of the resources
toward supporting teachers in general. Since there are 100 teachers, the strength of the
resources available for all support of ongoing and improving teaching is 20%.
Experimentation with the submodel can show that as the resources ratio is decreased, the
time required for transformation can lengthen to well beyond ten years, and as it is
increased, the time shortens. Resources, as the primary driver of the impact of district
initiatives, mean a great deal in this submodel.
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The second argument (12) is the period indicator representing a number of months
in a full cycle of the function, for example, the yearly budget cycle in a school system.
After the model is complete, a variety of settings of the inflow function will be tested for
systemic impacts.

Table 7.
Equations and settings for model elements in Figure 17.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

A graph of the system (Figure 18) illustrates that when resources flow into the
system, a small percentage of them support the innovation. The percentage chosen in
Table 7 is an arbitrary starting point for discussion about the effectiveness of resources
applied to the transformation of teachers into innovators; initially set at a constant 20% of
the total resources. Later experiments will demonstrate the systemic impacts of this
choice. The scale of the graph has been chosen to facilitate later comparison of the value
of the resources with the impact on the innovation and on teachers joining the effort,
which will be visible after the two submodels are joined together below.
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Figure 18. When resources (1) flow into the system, a small percentage of them
are used to support the innovation (2). The inflow is controlled by a 12-month
budget cycle with a moderately low level of strength (20 on a scale of 0 - 100).

What happens when we combine the linear prediction of Figure 16 with the cyclic
predictions of Figure 18? Will the transformation of teachers take longer or shorter when
these two subsystems interact with one another, and what variable conditions effect
which aspects of their interaction? To begin to analyze these questions, the next challenge
is to combine both of the submodels which have been introduced; the one concerning
teachers becoming innovators, and the one concerning resource utilization by a district.
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The Completed Model of the District's Role
Observation 2 in the Clarke, et al. study (in press) states that district resources
connect innovators to resources within the school. So, the submodels are combined by
sending an informational signal from the amount of support going to the innovation to the
amount of teachers who are joining the effort (Figure 19). Information also comes back to
the innovation support resource flow from all unchanged teachers and the newly
innovating teachers.

Figure 19. District initiatives connect innovators to resources within a school
community.
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These new connections combine the dynamics of the two subsystems into a new
more complex whole system. For an initial setting of the variables, the model now places
the full weight of the support to innovation as the controlling element regulating the flow
of all teachers into innovators (Table 8). This is tantamount to saying that every human,
technical and financial resource being utilized to train, induce or cultivate teachers is
100% effective - a simple, ideal and most likely unrealistic situation, but one which will
suit the initial experimental settings of the model. The second new feature which has
emerged in the combined submodels is the calculation of the portion of all resources
which can be used to induce, train or cultivate teacher change. In the resources submodel,
the regulation of the flow of resources was a simple multiplier constant, representing a
percentage of the total resources available to the support teachers (Figure 17 and Table
7). In contrast, the new regulator takes into account the percentage of all teachers who
have already made the change.
Table 8 shows exactly how this is done, by using the ratio of innovators to all
teachers as the new multiplier, replacing the constant (20%) in Table 7. This means that
the model behaves in a new way. If there is not a single innovator to begin with, then no
resources will flow into teacher change and essentially nothing happens. The complete
model needs a champion of change. With at least one innovator or champion of change,
an accumulation begins and the flow of resources steadily increases as teachers join the
effort. Once teachers begin to join the effort, since resources are both driving them to join
and increasing in proportion to their number, the time to full implementation after the
critical halfway point is dramatically reduced compared to the simple linear model, as is
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evident in Figure 20. The new curve may be another example of what Clarke calls
"systemic momentum” (Clarke, et al., in press, p.184). The linear model has none, and
proceeds on its path to full implementation with undisturbed regularity. The nonlinear
model gains momentum as the fraction of innovators to all other teachers approaches and
then exceeds 1. When the ratio is 2:1 in favor of innovators, twice the resources are
available to them.

Table 8.
Equations and settings for model elements in Figure 19.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

The graphic output shows that with intermittent resources, it takes longer for all
teachers to make the change (Figure 20). By experimenting with the number of
innovators, it can also be shown that the earlier an effort has a team of innovators on
board, the fewer months needed for the process of complete transformation of all
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teachers. This latter point is supported by a range of real world conditions found in the
schools in the Clarke, et al. study (in press). Individual champions at South Burlington
found their own outside resources for a number of years, compared to Mount Abraham
where an individual eventually induced a team approach early in the process, and in
contrast to Montpelier, where a large-scale team effort led the way from the beginning.

Figure 20. As the number of innovators rises (1) the number of all teachers drops
(2). At a critical point, the value of resources flowing to other parts of the
organization (3) equals those flowing to the innovation (4).

As a result of the differences in the number of innovators, the challenge of engaging and
training all teachers was still a task to be undertaken in South Burlington. In contrast, it
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was well underway and past the critical point of 50% of staff fully engaged at both Mount
Abraham and Montpelier at the conclusion of the Clarke, et al. study.
Based on the settings and dynamics in Table 8, the model now predicts a six year
process to reach full transformation, (Figure 20) compared to over eight years in the
linear model, even including plateaus of times with no teacher transformation. The
plateaus contribute to the lengthening of the time needed to reach the critical halfway
point, which was 4.16 years in the linear submodel (Figure 16) and is just over 5 years in
the completed model. But with systemic momentum as a benefit, the new dynamics
shorten the overall time to full transformation from 8 to 6 years. Experimentation below
will undertake to find systemic impacts that lengthen and shorten these predictions, by
controlling two variables: 1) resources and 2) innovators who are already trained at the
beginning of the simulation, the champions of the change.

The Impact of Resources
Resources are the driver for this model, reflecting an interpretation of the phrase
"district initiatives connect innovators to resources" in Observation 2. The mathematical
function used as a control variable for the inflow of resources has two parts, each of
which allows experimentation to find systemic effects. The first experiment involves the
strength indicator, which might be thought of as a "per teacher" value of the combined
resources available to support teachers in their work. The graphs that have included
resources thus far (Figures 18 and 20) have used a strength of "20" to the "100" teachers,
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or 20% supporting change and 80% supporting the status quo. What will happen if the
system has far fewer or far greater resources per teacher?
As Figure 21 shows, when the ratio of total resources per teacher is arbitrarily set
to 10%, the change process extends beyond 10 years before the critical halfway point is
reached. This scenario is still less than the nearly 30 year timeline cited in the South
Burlington case study (Clarke, et al., in press, p. 93 - 99). But by doubling the resource
ratio from 20% to 40%, the timeline is shortened to less than 3 years. If a system could
devote all available resources on a 1:1 basis for every teacher, the change process would
just take a year. This might only be possible in the fabled case when a school doesn't
open its doors for normal business for a one-year period while teachers are learning to
make a change. Remember that the strength indicator represents a combined value of all
human, technical and financial resources available to support teachers in all of their
activities, not just the innovation. So, the ideal of 1:1 (having all of the human, technical
and financial resources needed for each teacher) is next to impossible to achieve in the
real world. The lesson here is that not only does change take time, the length of time it
takes depends on the strength of the resources applied to the change, which can be
measured as a ratio of resources to teachers. The higher the ratio, the shorter the time.
A second part of the resources variable is the timing of the maximum impact of
the value of the combined resources. The graphs up until now have held the timing at a
12-month cycle, to model the yearly budget cycle of schools.
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Figure 21. With resources (3) set at .1 per teacher (2) the timeline of evolution of
the change extends beyond ten years.

What will happen if the resources are available longer but less often, or
conversely shorter but more often? All else being equal (to Table 8 settings), a longer
period, for example a two year budgeting cycle, adds only a small amount to the time it
takes to achieve the critical halfway point, and shorter periods do not significantly reduce
the time needed. Surprisingly, the time needed to reach the critical halfway point does not
change smoothly in relation to the periodic function. At 48 months, for example, the
critical point is shortened to 4.41 years! This suggests a new line of questions. Is it the
frequency or length of time the resources are available that makes the difference?
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Figure 22. When resources (3) are set to a constant .2 per teacher, the timeframe
for reaching the critical halfway point is reduced to 20 months.

The model predicts that it is not so important how often resources are available,
but how long they are available. To test this hypothesis, graphs of the model will now be
compared under completely different resource conditions - constant, periodic, and
increasing or declining ramps.
In the first set of conditions tested, the resource driver is a constant. As Figure 22
shows, when the driver is set to a 20% constant flow, the critical point is reached in only
20 months! But can schools make resources for change available on a continuous basis?
The "regular work" of schools still needs to be done, which takes some of the human,
technical and financial capital of the organization. Unless the school can be closed down
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for teacher transformation, the organization cannot sustain full, undivided attention to
that goal alone.
In the second set of conditions, using a ramp graph to direct a declining pattern of
resources over a three year period (Figure 23), causes the system to stop the
transformation of teachers before the critical halfway point. This is a pattern that is
common in foundation support and other short-term incentive funding programs. In the
Clarke, et al. study (in press) this pattern was also found in Otter Valley, where a shifting
focus occurred during the study, and in Essex where an innovation was not intended to
reach all teachers in the district. The lesson for leadership based on this experiment
argues for longer periods of support to innovations, and lends credence to the growing
calls for continuous staff development. The modeling process used here would allow
leadership to experiment to find the optimum time and amounts relative to the size of a
particular staff.
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Figure 23. With a three year declining funding (3), the critical halfway point of
teacher transformation (1) is never reached.

Most telling, if the resource flow is confined to one quarter of the year, as
sometimes happens when summer training is the only significant time allowed for teacher
growth, then the process of transformation to the critical halfway point is pushed back to
seven years! (Figure 24)
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Figure 24. When resources only flow during one quarter of the year (3) the critical
halfway point is pushed back to seven years.

Obviously, the continuous flow of resources in this model, meaning the
continuous training and cultivation of teachers is an important feature effecting the time
needed to establish an innovation that effects all teachers. The Clarke, et al. study (in
press) focused on successful innovations, but three out of the five cases did not effect all
teachers. The two cases that did effect all teachers were considered the most systemic and
showed the most evidence of continuous flows of district resources to innovating
teachers.
Visual representations of the district initiatives, as displayed in counts of
influences that were deemed supportive to the innovations by key participants, shows the
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shape, if not the absolute values, of the strengths of those influences (Clarke, et al., in
press). In three out of five of the case studies (Mount Abraham, Montpelier, and South
Burlington high schools) the district influences built up over the period of the study, like
an increasing ramp, which effects the dynamics in the model much like a constant inflow
of resources, as in Figure 22. In both Essex and Otter Valley, the less systemic cases, the
shape of district resources has either a declining shape, a low strength, or both, making
those dynamics similar to Figure 21.

The Impact of Teams
The initial setting on the number of innovators in the current model (Figure 19
running under the dynamics in Table 8) must be greater than zero. If there are no
champions, then no innovation can move forward. All of the experiments up to this point
have begun with just one innovator. In this section, the model is tested for the impact of
teams of innovators.
With a team of four innovators already trained, a year is saved on the time needed
to reach the critical halfway point. With a team of 10 trained (10% of the staff), the time
to reach the next 40% saves three years compared to the system as represented in Figure
20. The Montpelier case study is a good example of this latter situation. A large number
of teachers were engaged in the design of both the innovation and its implementation
schedule, and full implementation was achieved in about a two year period from 1995 1997 (Clarke, et al., in press, p. 129- 132).
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Figure 25. The impact of a large team already trained (1) is not enough to cause
full implementation if resources decline too rapidly (3).

In the declining resources scenario in Figure 25, (compare with Figure 23) the
impact of a large team (10% of the staff) already trained is still not sufficient for full
implementation if resources disappear too soon. The model seems to be saying that
leaders and policy makers who control resources should take care to provide a sufficient
per teacher ratio of resources and extend their availability until the desired level of
implementation is achieved. Rather than plan a declining sequence of resources, for
example, it might be better to measure and monitor the extent of the innovation with the
intent to apply continuous resources pressure until targets are reached.
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Encouragingly, when resources only flow during one quarter of the year as in
Figure 26, (compare with Figure 24) the impact of a large team already trained (10% of
the staff) is significant. Full implementation is reached in a shorter amount of time than
when the number of champions is small.

Figure 26. The impact of a large team already trained (1) makes a significant
difference when resources only flow during one quarter of the year (3).

Summary of the District Model
The completed model, with a sub model representing teachers becoming
innovators and a submodel representing district resources of human, technical and
financial capital, has proven to be useful. The model adequately represents the range of
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real world situations found in the Clarke, et al. study (in press) and can be used to explore
some leadership alternatives. Table 9 presents settings of the model’s variables that give
an approximation of dynamic behaviors similar to those observed in the five case studies
in Clarke, et al., in press. A real world test of the model would entail solidifying metrics
for the key variables listed in Table 9 and then using them to gather data from carefully
selected whole-school innovation sites using standardized methods.

Table 9.
Hypothetical district roles based on five case studies of Otter Valley (OV), Essex (E),
South Burlington (SB), Montpelier (M), and Mount Abraham (MA).
District's Role
OV

E

SB

M

MA

99

96

98

90

94

0.5

0.8

0.8

1

1

1

4

2

10

6

0.08

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.2

36

24

24

12

12

Teachers becoming innovators
All teachers (%)
Joining the effort (per month)
Innovators (%)
Resource Inputs (cosine wave)
Strength (per teacher)
Period (months)
Outputs
Halfway point (months)

120+

97.25

91.5

24.75

35.5

Halfway point (years)

10+

8.1

7.6

2

2.9

Full implementation (years)

10+

10+

8.2

3

3.9
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A Model of the School's Role

Initial Elements in the Model of Observation 3
The third observation by the Clarke, et al. research team (in press) adds an
additional pressure for the momentum of change to shift in the direction of the
innovation. The proposition on which this model is based does not suggest anything for
an analysis of the school sector’s internal structure. Instead, the proposition makes a
claim about a similar effect as (presumably) both policy and district initiatives. To remain
true to the methodology being followed throughout the study, especially to avoid the
temptation to begin to hypothesize about relationships between and among the sectors,
this sector’s model is thus scant in details. The observation statement simply reads:

Systems changes that adapt to active innovations also pressure static educators to
begin adaptive change. (p 174)

The word "also" suggests that this model should be linked to the previous model
of the district, where resources accumulated to the innovation, pressuring static educators
to shift into innovators. That would, as indicated above, take us outside the bounds of the
method established for this study. Consequently, the initial elements chosen to represent
the change of an old system into a new system, are simply a stock (a box) representing
the old structure and another stock representing the new structure. The type of stock
chosen for the new structure has an upper limit beyond which it cannot be filled. This
feature, known in the STELLA programming language as an "oven," is useful when the
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goal is to model a percentage change from 100% old to 100% new. For simplicity, this
model doe not allow "back sliding." Once the old structure changes into the new one, it
cannot change back. Real schools occasionally reverse their structural decisions, setting
the clock back on change, but this model assumes constant forward progress. A flow
transfers old into new, allowing the experimenter to choose a variety of controls for the
flow - constants, wave functions, or in this case, the driving force of active innovations
which were explored in the policy model and supported by resources in the district model
(Figure 27)

Figure 27. A model of an old system changing into a new system.

A similar system appeared as a submodel in the model of the district's role (Figure
15) to represent all teachers joining a new effort as innovators. Thus the dynamics of this
arrangement have already been explained and do not need further comment at this point.
But a quick summary might be helpful. A constant flow will cause a linear transformation
from old to new. A periodic flow under constant forward progress causes a series of
regular steps.
The Clarke, et al. study provides indirect information about the rates of structural
change at the school sector level over a six-year period. The information is based in the
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timelines of the case studies transformed into a derivative mapping of influences that left
and entered each of the system sectors (policy, district, school, teachers, and students). In
Figure 28, data is presented for influences that were emitted by the school sector level.
The information can be considered a rough measure of a rate of outflowing change
influences for the innovation coming from the school’s structural level.

Comparison of Emitted Influences
1992

Otter Valley

1993
1994

Essex
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S. Burlington
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Montpelier
Mount Abraham
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Figure 28. Comparison of influences emitted by the school sector from 1992
through 1997 in five case studies by Clarke, et al. (in press).

For example, in Essex, the rate is lower in 1995 and 1996 than in the previous two
years, and drops to zero for the last year of the study. Mount Abraham's rate increases
from 1993 to 1994 and then stays steady at the higher rate. Montpelier has the most
successive years of school level change, with a steady rate of change (Figure 28).
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These profiles suggest settings for the influence of the school sector on pressuring
static educators to begin adaptive change. One would expect to find more educators
changed or changing in Montpelier than in Essex. A caution here is that unlike
Montpelier, the innovation in Essex was neither considered nor implemented as a largescale school-wide change, so of course, the expectation would be that fewer teachers are
involved in the innovation. The comparisons are thus not about school settings in general,
they apply to the dynamics and relationships of the specific innovations studied by
Clarke, et al (in press).
The status of the Clarke study observation of the school level makes it an “addon” factor to the district role (Observation 2). The dynamics of Observation 3, taken by
itself, doesn’t add anything new to the conclusions of this study. In a future study where
the sector interactions are being modeled, the addition of this sector’s dynamics might
have a surprising impact. The method of modeling “propositions-in-action” has led us to
faithfully reproduce the behavior of sectors given both the observations and the real
world data of the Clarke study. We are not at this time attempting to show causal linkages
among the sectors, as implied by Observation 3.
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A Model of the Role of Teachers

Initial Elements in the Model of Observation 4
A fourth observation by the Clarke, et al. researchers concerned the role of
teachers, who through continuous interaction with others, connected and honed their
innovation efforts. The observation reads:

With continuous interaction among teachers and others in the educational
community, faculty innovation tends to grow toward an organizing vision. (p.
174)

The model of Observation 4 contains three elements. One element represents the
organizing vision. In Observation 1, vision was represented as a stock. Here, a simpler
entity (without a need to represent an inflow and outflow) is chosen to focus our attention
on the modulating effect of continuous interactions on the degree of organization of
vision rather than its magnitude in a more complex flow. Two additional elements
influence the vision: continuous interactions and a variable to represent how widely
dispersed are the faculty innovations (Figure 29).
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Figure 29. A model of the role of teachers in developing an organizing vision.

The simplicity of this model encompasses the complexity of the phrase
"interaction among teachers and others” by treating what is actually a highly complex
input as a simple quantity, in the following manner. As a first approximation, the element
labeled "continuous interactions" is chosen as a metric for the degree of interaction
among teachers and others, which summarizes any set of influences that the model might
later define to comprise those interactions.
For example, let us suppose that what we mean by "continuous interactions" has
three subparts which must be practiced formally and regularly in a school: 1. A state of
honest give and take among faculty; 2. Open and frank talk also between faculty and
administrators, school board and community; and 3. Caring openness with students. If
any of these relationships breaks down, then the whole element is reduced significantly.
We might represent this situation with an evaluation of a school's interactions which
determines that 1) all three relationships are present, 2) two of the three are present, and
so forth, with an appropriate weighting of that term in the model. What the model
possesses at this point is that kind of a term, a single setting representing the combined
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effect of all possible subelements of relationships which might comprise "continuous
interactions." A future refinement can add detail and more complexity to the model if
desired.
The element labeled "dispersion of effort" is chosen as a constant representing the
degree of unconnected efforts in the school. If the efforts are already centered and
smoothly connected, then the Clarke, et al. observation is not applicable - the school
might already have a high level of continuous interactions among faculty and others, or
for other reasons, the effect is barely visible. The most applicable leadership situation is
one where there are a lot of unconnected efforts going in many directions. If Observation
4 holds true, then leaders should increase continuous interactions involving faculty in
order to bring about a more cohesive and centered vision. The STELLA model behaves
accordingly when the dispersion constant is high.
Both the interaction and dispersion elements feed into the third element, a
mathematical function which has been used in previous models (Observations 1 and 2) to
represent the waxing and waning of a variable which is changing over time. This allows
experimentation to see the effects of various levels of interaction on the resulting
"organizing vision." The desired effect is to have the vision become more centered, less
variable, as the level of interactions is increased.
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The Impact of Dispersion of Efforts
As Table 10 shows, the coswave(x, y) function defines the organizing vision, set
by two graphic inputs over time. The graphic inputs allow a variety of independent
experimental settings. As in earlier models which used the coswave(x, y) function, there
is a strength variable (the "x" in the general equation, which represents the amplitude of
the wave function). In this case, the strength is set by the "dispersion of effort," and the
timing, (the "y" in the general equation, which represents the period of the wave), is set
by "continuous interactions." In this first experiment with Observation 4, continuous
interactions are held constant, while a variety of dispersion levels are given.

Table 10.
Equations and settings for Figure 29.
_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

The positive "1" in the equation for the organizing vision is a placeholder for a
term that represents the directionality and effect of the vision within the school
environment. Without that term, the mathematical function will center on zero, an
unlikely candidate magnitude for a useful organizing vision. The growth of a collective
vision was already modeled in Observation 1, which suggests a way to connect this
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model within a broader systemic context. You may also recall that the impact of
collective vision in Observation 1 was to pull aspirations upward, drawing more
resources online and attracting more teachers into becoming innovators. This suggests
that the placeholder term held by the "1" is actually a moving target that is fed by
resources as well as the first innovators.

Figure 30. Higher levels of dispersion of efforts (2) drives more variability in
continuous interactions (3) as the organizing vision is held constant.

In Figure 30 the graphic output of the model running under the equations and
settings of Table 10 illustrates the impact of high levels of dispersion of efforts on
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continuous interactions. The higher the amount of dispersion, the more variable the
swings between positive and negative interactions.
There is no direct basis in the Clarke, et al. study (in press) for estimating the
level of dispersion of efforts in the five different school sites, so that element will be kept
at a constant somewhat above zero. At zero, there is no dispersion of effort and the
organizing vision is reduced to the placeholder term discussed above - the model
unconnected to a larger context has the uninteresting behavior of just sitting there. This
can be useful in a more complex model, but it doesn't help us understand the internal
dynamics of Observation 4.

The Impact of Continuous Interactions
Now, holding the dispersion of effort as a constant and varying the continuous
interactions, the impact of interactions can be studied. The graph of the model running
under the equations and settings of Table 11 begins to show the desired behavior (Figure
31). As interactions increase, the variability of the organizing vision becomes less frantic.
The vision becomes more constrained. It takes gentle swings around the center of its
effect (which in this model is the constant "1") as it traces out a longer, slower path of
evolution.
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Table 11.
Equations and settings for Figure 27.
_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Figure 31. As continuous interactions increase and the dispersion of efforts is kept
constant, organizing vision becomes less variable over time.
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What would happen if we vary the interactions between high and low settings?
Table 12 presents a new set of conditions in the graph of time that defines the element
"continuous interactions."

Table 12.
Equations and settings for Figure 30.
_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

In this simulation, we might imagine a school situation where interactions
between teachers, their peers and others were quite low (1.25) for a year and a half. Then
the interactions climb relatively higher (3.70) for a year and a half, followed by a return
to a medium level (2.20) between those for two remaining years. Data created by the
Clarke, et al. research team shows that real schools do exhibit similar behavior. Table 13
displays the total number of interactions related to the innovations studied during the
years 1992 through 1997 (Clarke, et al., in press). All schools exhibited a pattern of
teacher interactions which can be approximated using the model running under
appropriate graphic inputs over time.
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Table 13.
Total interactions of teachers mapped in the Clarke, et al. study (in press).
_________________________________________________________________
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Mount Abraham

3

1

0

1

4

0

Montpelier

2

2

2

2

7

4

Essex

5

2

4

3

6

4

S. Burlington

1

2

0

0

2

2

Otter Valley

4

0

0

2

0

5

_________________________________________________________________

What happens in situations where the level of interactions shift from year to year
as indicated by the real world data in Table 13? The model predicts (in the sense that the
model will behave deterministically and reproducibly the same each time) that under
settings like Otter Valley, there will be less cohesive vision and more chaotic periods of
transition than with the Montpelier or Essex settings. The Clarke, et al. study did not
attempt to define a metric for the degree of dispersion of efforts in the five school
settings. However, there is no inference needed here to see a salient pattern of
relationships between levels of interaction and an effect on organizing vision.
Furthermore, the Clarke data does provide clear signs of the degree of interactions in the
real world narratives as well as the timelines created by the research teams.
For example, Carol Spencer, the Otter Valley researcher, writes about a "three
year hiatus in interaction among systems, faculty development and the student experience
from 1992 to 1995” (Clarke, et al., p. 50). In sharp contrast, Brian Nelligan and Clint Erb,
the researchers at Essex, relay how the innovation there "1) began with interactions
between student and teachers in social studies and English classes, 2) gathered strength
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from a change to block scheduling and a program of faculty development supported by
the university partnership, 3) solidified a place for itself in a new faculty governance
structure developed by teachers and administrators, then 4) became locally self
generating” (Clarke, et al., p. 75). These two examples illustrate why the numbers in
Table 13 derived from the Clarke, et al. timelines represent the real world stories fairly
well. The zeros in the Otter Valley row fall in the years of the "hiatus" and the generally
higher numbers in the Essex row reflect the higher involvement of teachers there.

Figure 32. When continuous interactions shift levels to more or less frequency,
transitional periods of uncertainty appear prior to the establishment of
respectively more or less focus in the organizing vision.
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The graphic output of the model running under experimental settings listed in
Table 12. shows how transitional periods mark the changes from dispersed and jittery
patterns in the organizational vision, to periods of smoother, more constrained periods,
depending on the level of interactions (Figure 32). This illustrates the value of a stable
high level of interactions for sustaining an organizing vision. Using real world data from
the Clarke, et al. study, we can compare the graphic outputs of the model running under
Otter Valley-like settings with that of Essex-like settings. The contrast could hardly be
greater. Otter Valley settings show a sporadic, irregular vision (Figure 33), Essex settings
display a concentrated, continuous vision (Figure 34).

Figure 33. Using data from Otter Valley to control continuous interactions (3),
organizing vision (1) is irregular; at times constrained, highly variable, or
nonexistent.
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Figure 34. Using data from Essex to control continuous interactions (3),
organizing vision (1) is stable, constrained, and focused.

Two other points need to be made about this model's ability to simulate the role of
continuous teacher interactions in growing an organizing vision. The Montpelier data
confirms that teachers can be made the backbone of a change process, but the Mount
Abraham data shows that there are other ways to achieve an organizing vision. The graph
of the relevant Montpelier data depicts a story of a steady set of teacher interactions
among a few faculty and students. The interactions transform into a full-scale
implementation, resulting in a higher level of interactions and a more focused vision at
the end of the six-year study (Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Using data from Montpelier to control continuous interactions (3),
organizing vision (1) is highly stable, temporarily destabilized, and then returned
to a higher level of stability.

The Mount Abraham data is at first perplexing. It appears more like Otter Valley
than Montpelier, yet the site was deemed to be among the most systemic implementations
of the innovations studied (Figure 36). An important difference between Mount Abe and
Otter Valley however, is the appearance of a pattern that suggests a cycle of teacher
involvement. For the innovation studied, Mount Abe's pattern begins with a period of
high teacher involvement, which then regularly, not sporadically, diminishes over time
until another pulse of teacher involvement occurs.
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Figure 36. Using data from Mount Abraham to control continuous interactions
(3), organizing vision (1) appears periodic.

We have already shown how a periodic driver can be effective under appropriate
initial and structural conditions (Figure 26). Looking further into the Mount Abe story
helps uncover these conditions. The narratives and timelines in the Clarke, et al. study
furnish additional insight about how Mount Abe created a systemic innovation despite its
moments of unconstrained, highly variable vision within teacher interactions suggested
by this model. A graphic comparing the total amount of influence received by each of the
system sectors (policy, district, school, teachers, and student experience) provides a clue
(Figure 37). At Mount Abe, the percentage of overall interactions received by teachers
was dwarfed by many simultaneous influences in all other sectors. A deeper level of
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analysis of the variable “continuous interactions” would result in a more complex role for
that element in the map in Figure 29 in this case.

Comparison of Received Influences
State

Otter Valley

District
School

S. Burlington

Teacher
Essex

Student Exp

Montpelier
Mount Abraham
0.0%

50.0%

100.0%

Figure 37. A comparison of the percentage of total influence received by each
sector in the school sites studied by Clarke, et al., (in press).

Summary of the Teacher Model
As a representation of Observation 4, the teacher interaction model produces
results that adequately represent real world data from schools where teacher interaction is
an element in system change. The model is accurate in depicting what is known about
real world sites in a way that enhances the differences among the sites. The model may
be inadequate to the degree that other interactions in the system have significant roles,
but is capable of further elaboration by the addition of new elements as components, for
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example, by adding subcomponents of "continuous interactions" which would elucidate
those real world settings. A challenge in using the model in future studies is to establish
new and additional direct and reliable metrics for the relevant variables that will provide
the model with adequate data for simulation.

A Model of Teacher/Student Interactions

Initial Elements in the Model of Observation 5
The final observation in this study was titled "Improved learning fuels adaptation"
by the Clarke, et al. Researchers (in press). The observation reads as follows:

The needs of students drive teachers to respond; interactions between students and
teachers drive the change process. (p. 174)

The interpretation of the word "needs" has a variety of overtones, many of which
are negative. Think of learning deficits, social and emotional barrier conditions, and gaps
in academic background, and a gloomy picture can be drawn. Unfortunately, when
teachers see students with this perspective, and try to apply "rewards or punishments" to
the child, there is little impetus for changing teaching. The problem, the "need," seems to
these teachers to be a property of the child, making it easy for some to throw up their
hands in dismay or hopelessness. As this study is hopefully making clear, the appearance
of properties like "needs" is actually a more complex mixture of the system and all of the
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elements in it. So, for example, the "need" is a property of the whole system: the policy
structure, district resources, school level adaptations, teacher learning, and the classroom.
There is also a positive interpretation of Observation 5. In this view, the key
questions are "What are the students learning? How extensively are they learning and is it
positive or negative; in other words are they learning things we recognize and celebrate
with them, or are they learning things we haven't intended them to learn, which we don't
recognize as learning?"
For the purposes of this model, the word "needs" means the conditions and
opportunities that most successfully build on how particular students learn best. The
model will assume that a teacher asks how well her students are doing on a daily basis,
and depending on her answer, a response is generated which effects her interactions with
students. If students are learning good things, then interactions will increase and improve;
if students are learning the wrong things or the teacher does not recognize the learning
they are doing, then interactions will lessen and worsen.
You may be thinking, "Aren't teachers supposed to be professionals who do the
best for every child, all the time?" That is the ideal. However, teachers are human, they
tire out and sometimes give up on students. Furthermore, even if they never grew tired or
gave up, interaction with students involves another agent - the student. Students can opt
out of the relationship, leaving the teacher with no alternatives. This model therefore
creates a relationship that can improve as well as worsen over time.
The dynamics for such a relationship is sometimes called a "self-reinforcing loop"
or "positive feedback loop." A ball about to roll down an incline is potentially in such a
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relationship with gravity. At first, the ball is balanced at the top of the incline. Gravity is
pulling the ball down, but inertia keeps it from rolling. Then, with a slight push, the
inertia is overcome, and with each passing second the ball picks up velocity until a
maximum is reached, or it reaches the floor. The model of improved student learning
fueling adaptation through responsive teachers and increased interaction is constructed to
be such a relationship.

Figure 38. Student learning makes teachers aware of what is working and not
working, which drives changes in interactions between students and teachers.

The alternative kind of loop, a “self-regulating” loop, would entail taking a
deficit, rather than an assets perspective on teacher relationships to students. If we took
this perspective, teachers might assess the learning problems with students and seek to
correct those problems, for example. Either type of model will teach us something about
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our assumptions. The choice made here reflects the desire to have the relationship “drive
the change process,” not to seek a point of equilibrium.
The initial elements in the model are variables for student learning, teacher
awareness of student learning, and changes in interactions between students and teachers.
Levels of interaction are assumed to have a partial effect on student learning (Figure 38).
Recalling the nomenclature of the modeling language, two elements are converters:
student learning and teacher awareness. Student learning converts a fraction of the
interactions with teachers, plus an independent term representing the evolution of
learning over time, into a quantity representing learning (Table 14). The independent
term is zero in Table 14, but will appear as a more complex evolution over time in future
equations (i.e. as a +1 in Table 14, a –1 in Table 15, and a graph in Tables 16 and 17).

Table 14.
Equations and settings for Figure 38.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

The coefficient "dt" is a scaling factor that has the effect of stretching out or
slowing down the responsiveness of the nonlinear dynamics, allowing us to see a finer
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level of detail in the graphic output lines, which would otherwise shoot off of the graph
immediately. Teacher awareness converts sensitivity to student learning, based on a
fractional percentage between zero (complete insensitivity) and one (total sensitivity, or
unity with student learning), into information used to make changes in the level of
interaction with students.
In contrast to those two converters, a stock (the box in Figure 38) represents the
level of teacher-student interaction. A two-way valve feeds changes that either add to or
subtract from that level, depending upon the moment to moment path of teacher
awareness of the learning of students and the path of learning over time. As mentioned
earlier, the model, when running under the equations and settings of Table 14, is a
"positive feedback" type system, which is not always good. If interactions start out
positive, they will continue positive. If they start out negative, they will worsen over
time.
In a positive feedback loop, every element has a direct relationship with the next
element. For the purposes of this model, the loop allows student learning to control the
behavior of the model. When learning rises, teacher awareness of student learning rises,
and the production of more interactions with students is the result, which then positively
influences student learning. Some might think of this as a "win-win-win" cycle. But
remember that the system can also be a "lose-lose-lose" cycle. When students are
learning less, teachers are less aware of the learning, they make changes which lessen
their interactions with students, which further inhibits student learning. The model is now
ready for testing and experimentation through simulation.
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The Impact of Student Learning
The model can demonstrate a variety of behaviors in response to experimental
conditions. Student learning is the key driver of the model. In the first experiment, a term
is added so that now, two variables determine the salient features of student learning for
the model. There is an independent term that generates a unique profile of the learning
pattern of a student or group of students, and there is a term representing the impact of
ongoing teacher/student interactions. First to be examined is the outcome on the rest of
the model of a positive constant of "1" in student learning (Table 15). The graphic result
shows a dramatic steepening of the curve of interactions. Positive student learning
accelerates teacher/student interactions (Figure 39).

Table 15.
Equations and settings for Figure 39.
________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 39. With positive student learning, teacher/student interactions grow
rapidly.

Continuing to experiment with the impact of student learning, the next graph uses
the equations and settings in Table 16. Now, student learning has a constant negative "1"
and in addition, teacher awareness is attenuated to 50% of student learning. What does
“negative student learning” mean? A short story might help make the point. A teacher
once made a misbehaving student stand in the front of the class with his arms
outstretched, holding two books. Ostensibly, the teacher was trying to "teach the boy a
lesson," but what was the lesson? And how could we find out what was being learned in
this situation? The teacher would say that the boy was learning to behave in class,
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otherwise he would be embarrassed by a punishment. The boy bragged to his friends that
he liked being punished because he was trying to build up his muscles, and this exercise
was one he needed to do several times a day in order to become strong. What the negative
number attached to student learning in this model means is the teacher's estimation of the
quality and kind of learning occurring in students. In addition to a possible negative
evaluation by a teacher, it also seems reasonable to think that teachers will not be 100%
aware of all of the learning that students are doing in the classroom. Thus, the model
attenuates teacher awareness to 50% of student learning.

Table 16.
Equations and settings for Figure 40.
________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

The effect of the attenuation of teacher awareness is to stretch out the time it takes
for student learning to have an impact on changes of interaction and thus on the level of
interactions.
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Figure 40. With negative student learning, interactions between teachers and
students decrease.

The graphic output now takes an interesting and unpredictable turn. Student
learning actually increases even while teacher/student interactions are decreasing, but
both student learning and teacher/student interactions level off at too low a level to cause
any further learning or teacher awareness (Figure 40).
In Table 17, the equations are adjusted again, this time for two reasons: to
manipulate the student learning variable as a control variable to produce behavior of the
system over time, and to increase the model sensitivity to the flow of changes in
interactions. By manipulating the student learning variable over time, a graphic result will
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show the relationships of the model as they dynamically adjust to moment to moment
changes. The sensitivity adjustment helps heighten those relationships, which might
otherwise be hidden by virtue of the scale of the model.

Table 17.
Equations and settings for Figure 41.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

As you may recall, the scaling issues in mapping were mentioned in the methods
chapter. We might think of the situation as being like two road maps of the same country.
One map (the less sensitive one) has only the primary roads, with circles representing the
cities, and few markers pointing to landmarks, mileage, and sites. The other map (the
more sensitive setting) has every passable road and a few smaller paths, two-lane, dirt,
highway, and walking trails, plus detailed views of each town and city street, including
markers for all the public buildings.
The changed sensitivity of the element "changes in interactions" sends more
information to "teacher-to-student interaction level," which causes it to react more
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quickly to changes in either direction. In Figure 41, the model is controlled by the
equations and settings in Table 17, in which student learning begins at zero and then
drops to negative "1" where it remains. This causes a rapid decline in teacher/student
interactions.

Figure 41. When student learning drops, teacher/student interactions also drop.

What would happen if student learning rises again? Will teacher/student
interactions recover? Experimentation with the model suggests that they will, but not
until student learning passes above zero. In one experiment (Figure 42) an initially low
level of learning causes interactions to plummet. Then learning rises, but it only halts the
fall of interactions, because learning never crosses over the zero line. In a real world
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setting we might think of this situation as one where students cease to be "trouble" to the
teacher, but at the same time, they do not call attention to the fact that they may be
learning. The model predicts that interactions with the teacher in these cases will not
improve, even if the student is learning, because the teacher is unaware of that learning.

Figure 42. When student learning begins negatively, and rises to zero, the drop in
teacher/student interactions is halted.

To illustrate the effect of a positive identification of learning by the teacher, the
next experiment presents a case where a student makes a "turn around." Student learning
is at first negative, then passes through zero to become positive. Teacher/student
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interactions also make a turn around and head upward as long as student learning is
positive. The steepness of the slope of the interaction line is determined by the degree of
positive or negative value of student learning as perceived by the teacher.

Figure 43. When student learning becomes positive, teacher/student interactions
begin a continuous climb upward.

As a final experiment with the impact of student learning on teacher/student
interactions, the graphic input to student learning is allowed to move below, above and
stay on zero (Table 18). This produces a response curve of teacher/student interactions
that demonstrates the various reactions discussed so far (Figure 44).
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Table 18.
Equations and settings for Figure 44.
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Figure 44. Model sensitivity produces response curves of "teacher/student
interactions" based on the driving element "student learning."
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The timeline data in the Clarke, et al. study (in press) provides an indirect basis
for this model. The researchers recorded the establishment of new student programs, and
the influences related to the programs. A derivative analysis they provided contains
suggestive information, and their narratives underscore the main thrusts of this model. In
particular, influence vectors were summed into portraits of the dynamics of the
innovations, which provide information about the number of influences coming into and
out of each sector each year (p. 189).
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Table 19.
Comparison of influences on student sector in Clarke, et al. (in press).
________________________________________________________________________
Students' incoming influences from teachers
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Mt. Abe

2

0

0

0

1

0

Mont

0

0

0

0

2

2

Essex

2

0

1

1

2

2

S. Burl

0

1

0

0

2

0

Otter

0

0

0

0

0

2

Students' sending influences to teachers
1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Mt. Abe

1

0

0

0

0

0

Mont

0

1

0

0

2

2

Essex

2

0

1

1

2

2

S. Burl

0

0

0

0

0

0

Otter

0

0

0

0

0

2

________________________________________________________________________

Table 19 summarizes the incoming and outgoing influences recorded between
teachers and students in the five school sites. In the following simulations (Figures 45
and 46), these data were summed as an overall indicator of interaction between students
and teachers and then used as a graphic input to student learning opportunities. The
rationale for doing this is that in the narratives of the researchers in the Clarke, et al.
study (in press) a strong relation can be found between student learning opportunities and
the innovations of teachers. Teachers innovated to provide expanded opportunities for
students, who then responded well, validating the innovation effort.
Using the Otter Valley data, it is apparent that expanded student learning
opportunities and teacher-to-student interactions lay dormant for most of the six years in
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relation to the innovation studied. It is important to note that many other stories of
teaching and learning were simultaneously present in the system. The particular
innovation chosen for study - developing standards-based units of study - exhibited the
profile being reflected here (Figure 45). Since the model is driven by student learning,
once new opportunities appear in about the 47th month, teacher awareness immediately
changes, which causes changes in interactions and shortly thereafter, a dramatic rise in
teacher-to-student interaction levels.

Figure 45. Otter Valley data (from Clarke, et al., in press) used as a basis for
estimating influence on student learning opportunities (2) as a driver of
teacher:student interactions (1).
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In Figure 46, a comparison between results of using South Burlington and
Montpelier data shows that the rate of change in teacher-to-student interactions is
proportional to the level of student learning opportunities. When there are more
opportunities, there are more interactions and a higher level of teacher awareness.

Figure 46. South Burlington (top) compared to Montpelier data (from Clarke, et
al., in press) used as a basis for estimating influence on student learning
opportunities (2) as a driver of teacher:student interactions (1).
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions, Implications, Reflections

This study provides evidence that a new kind of explanation for educational
systems change processes is possible using complexity theory. The metaphor of
complexity and chaos has drawn the attention of educational writers such as Fullan
(1993) and Caine and Caine (1997). Thinkers like these and many others have seen and
helped clarify the new category of explanation as one that is full of dynamism and
multidimensionality, surprises and subtlety. Their general outlines of the implications of
complexity theory help us imagine the new understanding that is developing within the
scientific, including the social science, community - an understanding filled with
appreciation for the evolving shapes and interactions of change processes.
Moving beyond metaphor, this study provides grounded examples of complexity
theory analysis facilitated by visual models mapped to nonlinear dynamical equations. As
a result, the study offers a new explanation of innovations in high schools that involves
dynamical maps of five sectors of systemic change: state policy, district initiatives,
school adaptations, teacher learning, and the student experience. The maps provide new
visual and mathematical generalizations of some of the key variables of innovation
presented in specific terms of temporal organization and evolving relationships with each
other. The models, which reinterpret and quantify traditional qualitative observations and
findings in the systems dynamical explanation, show how complexity theory concepts
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can become concrete and operational in research design, data interpretation, modeling
and theory building.
Key new features are utilized in explanation, representation and interpretation,
which set complexity theory apart from other explanatory frameworks. Chief among the
new features is the role of time, which is the crucial common variable in evolving
processes of change. This study shows the shape of time based processes and illustrates
how nonlinear prediction might be possible in social research.
Another newly emphasized feature is structural behavior, which results from
relationships specified by both structural connections within a network of variables and
the dynamics of those relationships. This study provides examples of how a structural
arrangement of elements and values of those elements determines the complex behavior
of the system they define.
A third key feature, the concept of a network of variables having instantaneous
values for a unit of time, is not new in mathematics. But traditional approaches in social
sciences, which have relied heavily on descriptive and inferential statistics, have typically
averaged those values over longer periods. Those approaches obscure detailed momentto-moment changes in the interrelationships of the network in favor of a search for long
term correlations among variables that are assumed to be related through joint normal
distribution. The approach used in this study, in contrast, says in effect that long term
correlations in an evolving complex system are nearly impossible. Instead, the study
attempts to "get inside" the moment to moment structure of a network of variables to
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reveal the details, or in the case of hypothetical variables, the possible details, of the types
of temporal organization involved.

General Conclusions
This study began by asking two questions:

1. How can complexity theory help us understand the underlying structures and
processes of systems change? The study concludes that a complexity theory analysis can
help by elaborating our understanding of change processes in educational systems in a
new way that combines qualitative and quantitative approaches.

2. In more general terms, how can a rigorous set of ideas from the dynamics of
complex systems provide an alternative framework for understanding the challenges of
leadership and research today? The study has found it possible and useful to construct
generalizable structural dynamic maps represented in the STELLA language of visual
illustrations linked to nonlinear mathematics, which can exhibit a range of behaviors that
emulate the range and variety of data collected in a qualitative research program. With
experimentation and reflection, the implications for leadership and research begin to
emerge as natural extensions of the structural assumptions inherent in the interpretation
and representation involved in mapping the dynamics of change.
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Having five sites to compare and so many different people involved in reviewing
the data contributes to a degree of confidence that the new analysis and models have
created relevant alternative pictures of how key informants report that change happened
in those sites. Furthermore, since the models are capable of conforming themselves to the
real world data and can display representations that accurately retell each local story, they
are general models that may prove accurate for new schools in new real world settings. In
addition, the models demonstrate that a new kind of bridge can be built between
qualitative and quantitative research approaches.

Additional Conclusions About Systems Dynamics Modeling

1. The constancy of symbolic representation in the graphics of STELLA modeling
of an educational system's dynamics allows reproducibility as well as clarity of
definitions and assumptions underlying an interpretation of a qualitative narrative.

2. Arbitrary testing magnitudes used during simulations facilitate the examination
of patterns in an educational system's dynamics.

3. In STELLA modeling, background equations are linked to graphic and tabular
results of running a simulation of a model, facilitating a quantitative analysis of
qualitative data.
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4. Complex dynamical models can demonstrate behaviors that are not
immediately evident from narrative observations and conclusions.

5. Generalizable dynamical models and submodels can be built from qualitative
data and if time-based data exists, that data can support initial testing of the models.

6.The generalizable models can exhibit a range of behavior based on the
qualitative data that mimics or illustrates the behavior of the real systems.

7. Surprising new information can surface during dynamical model testing phases,
which can then be validated by direct or indirect information based in the original data, or
identified for future research.

Reflections on the Primary Research Question
Qualitative reflections and findings are usually articulated in language, which
encases them in symbols needing interpretation - words, phrases and sentences.
Quantitative findings and conclusions are usually articulated through descriptive and
inferential statistical methods, which also encases them in symbols needing interpretation
- correlations, regressions, and graphical displays. The method used here begins by
interpreting both qualitative statements and quantitative data and results in displays of
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information that are graphical (both time series and structural), numerical (in tables of
outputs from simulations), and mathematical (lists of systems of equations with initial
conditions and all relationships specified).
Creating a dynamical model is an interpretive act that leaves behind it, an
unambiguous result in the form of maps of our understanding of the processes involved.
In this sense it is a bridge between qualitative and quantitative approaches. Dynamical
model building is a quantitative interpretation of a qualitatively understood feature of
systems - their elements and relationships. And at the same time, the resulting model is a
qualitative response to quantitative features - the timing, types and levels of influences
that occurred among the elements and relationships.
The five models created in this study illustrate how this bridge building works,
and show that as a result, conclusions of a general nature can have unambiguous meaning
in the context of the equations and settings of the elements and variables in each model. It
is validating to see specific conclusions emerge from purely mathematical assumptions
that define the structural dynamics, arising from clearly defined models of relationships
that conform to a variety of real world data shapes over time. A list of specific
conclusions supported by (reproducibly demonstrated by) the dynamical models that
were developed in this study includes:
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State Policy
Policy formulation creates tension between aspiration and actuality, allowing a
collective "vision" to emerge that celebrates and encourages new innovations (Clarke, et
al., in press, p. 174).

1. Minimum levels of actual conditions must be present before innovation and
change are possible. On the other hand, when actual conditions are raised well above a
threshold of balance with aspirations, there is no additional contribution to total system
performance.

2. Lowering capacity building time lowers the magnitude of both aspirations and
collective vision.

3. If capacity building time is quite long, dynamic equilibrium might not be
reached and innovations may exceed the entrance or acceptance capacity of collective
vision.

4. Systems need sufficient capacity building time as well as minimum actual
conditions in order for innovation, change and the emergence of collective vision.

5. The more powerful the impact of a policy is the wider the gap that is formed
between aspirations and actuality.
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6. If policy is not continuously created then innovation ceases.

7. Shorter cycles of policy creation cause higher levels of aspirations and
collective vision. The maximum amplitude of both aspirations and collective vision are
lower the longer policy takes to be formulated.

District Initiatives
District initiatives connect innovators to resources within a school community,
letting all members see how their own efforts connect to a shared vision and how further
adaptations are required (Clarke, et al., in press, p. 174).

1. As the ratio of resources per teacher is decreased, the time needed for
transformation lengthens, and as it is increased, the time shortens.

2. With intermittent resources, it takes longer for all teachers to make the change.

3. The earlier an effort has a team of innovators on board, the shorter the time
needed for the process of complete transformation of all teachers. Larger teams cause
substantial reductions in the time needed for full implementation.
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4. It is less important how often resources are available than how long they are
available, which argues for longer periods of support to innovations and lends credence to
the growing calls for continuous staff development.

5. When a system is faced with declining resources, the impact of a large team
may not be sufficient for full implementation. It would be better to measure and monitor
the extent of the innovation with the intent to apply continuous resources pressure until
targets are reached.

School Level Adaptations
Systems changes that adapt to active innovations also pressure static educators to
begin adaptive change (Clarke, et al., in press, p 174).

1. An adaptation at the school level is an additional resource that operates within
the conclusions of the district initiatives as stated above.

Teacher Learning Opportunities
With continuous interaction among teachers and others in the educational
community, faculty innovation tends to grow toward an organizing vision (Clarke, et al.,
in press, p. 174).
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1. As interactions among teachers and others increase, the variability of an
organizing vision becomes less dispersed, more focused, and traces out a longer, slower
path of evolution.

2. Salient patterns of relationships between levels of interaction and an effect on
organizing vision are unique to each school setting.

3. A stable high level of interactions is needed to sustain an organizing vision.

Student Learning Experiences
The needs of students drive teachers to respond; interactions between students and
teachers drive the change process (Clarke, et al., in press, p. 174).

1. Positive student learning accelerates teacher/student interactions, causing a
dramatic positive steepening of the curve of interactions over time.

2. If the teacher is unaware of student learning, interactions with the teacher will
not improve, even if the student is learning.

A rigorous set of ideas from the dynamics of complex systems provides an
alternative framework for understanding the challenges of leadership and research today.
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Potential Significance of Research
The study created new single and cross-case descriptions and analyses of program
evolution in five Vermont schools using concepts from complex systems thinking. The
work created new practical meaning of the "new sciences" for the practice of leading
educational institutions, with implications for:

1. Educational research methods, which have started to utilize the theory. Without
the collection of data on time-based variables, there are few hints about the dynamics of a
system, because all systems that evolve change over time. Research methods in education
need to pay closer attention to the moment-to-moment dimensions of the variables under
study, not just the averaged values over many measurements. Further work on
hypothetical models and field trials of the elements of those models is likely to lead to
better models and simulations, and therefore better theories of change.

2. The design of undergraduate and graduate sequences of courses and
experiences which prepare educational leaders. Systems thinking is not only a new
metaphoric way of thinking about the challenges of leadership; it is a new science. The
science has a number of component languages that need to be developed in a leader, for
example, visual, mathematical, and systems engineering conceptual frameworks and
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skills. Practical experience is essential in using the theory to articulate an understanding
of change processes and complex systems architectures.

3. Adding to leaders' understanding in the field of practice, where daily decisions
are made. As researcher and leaders gain experience in the new languages, a new body of
knowledge will develop that will raise the standards for what it means to understand and
be able to lead systems. That new body of knowledge will at first be mostly deeply
understood by the organizational groups who map their own relationships, roles, and
systems. Over time, their maps will become shared with those of others and a broadened
community will emerge with shared mental models about managing complex change.

Thoughts on Next Steps
1. There is a need for a critical reexamination of the philosophical foundations of
educational research perspectives in the light of recent advances in scientific worldviews,
especially nonlinear dynamical systems theory (complexity theory).
2. There is a need for the application of specific concepts of complexity theory
from other fields such as psychology, medicine, anthropology, and organization and
management, to theories of learning in the individual and the organization.
3. As these research efforts take shape, the use of metaphors needs to evolve with
specificity and care, to avoid both the reification of theory as well as the underutilization
of the power of the new ideas.
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4. Critical attempts within the literature (critiques on the literature itself) are likely
to continue to be premature until a more substantial body of work is amassed.
5. Continued work in pedagogy (how to incorporate nonlinear dynamical systems
thinking into K-16 curriculums) is both a needed, and potentially fruitful area for action
research. And finally,
6. Many more substantial explanatory and theory-producing efforts are needed
now to effectively introduce the ideas of nonlinear dynamical systems within the research
community of education.
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CHAPTER 6

Complexity Theory as a Leadership Framework

Educational leadership is beginning to make use of new scientific ideas to help
frame and explain the intricate nature of its enterprise. Old ideas about leadership that
evolved during the industrial era are giving way to new ideas born in the information age.
Managers have changed into team members, piece workers have become knowledge
workers, and bosses have become leaders. Old linear ways of thinking and representing
change need to complete their transformation into complexity theories of change. As
Michael Fullan (1993) points out, "educators must see themselves and be seen as experts
in the dynamics of change” (p. 4).
Complexity theory develops the technical language and metaphors needed to
construct a wholistic picture that experts can use to understand and articulate those
dynamics. For example, the idea of a boundary has been used in traditional leadership
studies to point out a role for leaders in scanning the external environment. Those
external circumstances are often pictured as offering threats and opportunities for the
organization. In complexity theory, the technical language is extended to “boundary
conditions,” and takes on subtle new variations of meaning that apply to both external
and internal factors.
First, boundaries do not only separate an organization from its environment. They
define the internal and external interchanges between the system, its subsystems and their
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respective environments, which can include other internal parts of the organization as
well as the outside. Boundary conditions are defined not only by a line that separates
things, but also by a leader’s conception of the system’s elements in a representation of
the whole or any of its parts. Whole system pictures thus have boundaries at both inside
and outside limits just like subsystem pictures do. The new understanding through the
technical language of complexity theory underscores that all pictures are incomplete,
partial understandings, even when we think that "all "of the important components are
taken into account. In fact, to some extent the limit of our knowledge, as represented in
our articulated understandings and pictures, is what creates the boundaries!
Second, the boundary has more functions than in the traditional version as the
place to look for threat or opportunity from outside the organization. Complexity theory
teaches us that there are self-imposed limits and mutual or reciprocal relationships which
also create boundaries and structural conditions. The interchanges at boundaries are not
monothematic across the entire set of interchange points; and in addition, there may be
many simultaneous exchanges occurring. In systems dynamics modeling, boundary
conditions are treated quantitatively as variables.
As the example of boundary illustrates, complexity theory offers traditional
leadership frameworks an expansion and addition of subtleties to some traditional
concepts. Another addition offered by complexity theory is the creation of a completely
new, quantitative interpretation and integration of traditional ideas with new
explanations. An example of the new integration is the concept of structural behavior.
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A traditional approach in organizational behavior (OB) might look at work flow,
team structure, communication patterns, proximity of resources, and so forth, and design
interventions by moving those structures and patterns into new arrangements. The
choices of which new arrangements to use in traditional OB is guided by experience and
taste or perhaps by independent theories of maximizing or minimizing benefits and costs
among the variable sets that traditionally are thought to work together. Maxims gained
through experience suggest the OB values. "People in teams have higher communication
needs." "Proximity of resources reduces distribution costs." However, it is now known
that in complex systems, unintended consequences of decisions can swamp an effort.
Complexity is nearly impossible to predict and control, even in the short term, without a
more rigorous approach to modeling than is possible through lists of maxims.
The systems dynamics modeling approach unifies the values of the ranges of
traditional maxims into variables in a model simulator that offers wide experimental
exploration of options. Instead of maxims, the new leadership framework creates
quantifiable models of the maxims, which turns them into functional submodels with
well-determined behavior. Lest one worry that we are headed toward simple
determinism, it is important to note that we aren't. Due to the structural behavior of
nonlinear dynamical systems, simply behaving subcomponents can lead to all kinds of
complexity through essentially three forms of temporal organization: fixed points,
periodic, and chaotic behavior. Thus, from simple but richly embedded parts complexity
emerges—like an oak tree from an acorn.
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Other leadership concepts are also introduced or updated by complexity theory.
Networks of relationships are exploited for their structural dynamical implications.
Archetypal patterns of structural behavior are used to create recognizable leadership
options and leverage points. Initial conditions and attractors offer leaders concrete objects
for reflecting on the historical and contemporary sources of influence in their systems.
Because of these new possibilities, leadership has new territory to explore.

1) How can the systems dynamics modeling strategy be used practically in
leadership and policy studies, research and daily practice, and

2) What are the implications of the complexity theory knowledge based on the
design of leadership training and support systems?

Systems Dynamics Modeling as a Leadership Strategy
One of the great benefits of the invention of language was the beginning of an
accumulation of cultural knowledge that could be transmitted from generation to
generation. With written language, in addition to passing along genes and oral stories for
improved adaptability to environments, a sustained cultural evolutionary process could
begin. Organizations today continue in this tradition by transmitting their cultures and
practices through symbols, organizational structure, human relationships, and
technologies used by the organization in its primary activity.
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All of the transmitting mechanisms reflect the mental models of the individuals in
the collective and historical organization, with the most influential individuals usually
having the highest degree of self-reflection and power of expression. Systems dynamics
modeling with STELLA adds a new planning technology and set of symbols that can
further democratize the leadership process by involving many people in the building of
workable systems models. The process of model creation can be used to deepen a
leadership team's understanding of the structure and behavior of some aspect of the
organization because the symbols and planning processes needed for successful modeling
impose a new discipline on the leadership team. The symbols require clear thinking
because they must have unambiguous roles and requirements specified before the
simulations will run. The planning processes force the team to complete one phase before
another dependent phase will work, and the entire process results in a stable picture that
documents the group's knowledge and assumptions up through that point in time. By
stability, it is meant that a new observer can pick up the documentation of the model and
will be able to reliably reconstruct and interpret the group's knowledge and assumptions
that are implicitly embodied in the model.
The notion of a new organizational language leads to one of several implications
of using the systems dynamics modeling strategy as a research tool. As a focus of
leadership team-based action research, the systems dynamics orientation builds mental
models that have explicit indicators identified for every element in the model. This
facilitates measurement, monitoring and accountability. In addition, independent of the
issue of measurement, the modeling process stimulates strategic and tactical thinking by
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making it easy to have a dialogue between strategic options and the behavior of the
model.
A second research possibility is in post hoc data analysis and theory building. All
forms of data are potentially useful to systems modeling, but especially relevant are data
collected with a reliable time parameter as a secondary field to the primary variables in
the observation. The reason for this is that systemic changes of all kinds must take place
in time and the traces or evidence of those changes are critical to our understanding the
dynamics of the system.
A third type of research use of systems dynamics modeling is hypothesis testing.
Where the action research approach mentioned earlier builds a theory or hypothesis
through a leadership team's shared knowledge and experience, and the post hoc analysis
focuses on existing data, the third type of use emphasizes what can happen with a preexisting theory or hypothesis. The systems dynamics modeling approach can begin with
prior research including the theories and hypotheses of that work. The modeling process
attempts to interpret the structural implications of the research and then applies the data
from the original research in a new way, as the values of critical variables driving the
behavior of the model exemplifying the theory.
A fourth research use of systems dynamics modeling is as a bridge between
qualitative and quantitative methods. Modeling can begin with either method and of
necessity, it will build a combined picture. The graphical interface of STELLA is a
qualitative description of the elements and relationships in a system. If no quantitative
data are available, and no reasonable basis for estimating values of quantitative variables
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exists, that qualitative picture can still be a useful adjunct to a research process. But if
variables can be quantified, then the equations and displays of a completed model will
automatically include the qualitative picture, bridging the two descriptions. In fact, both
the equations and displays are actually created by the qualitative symbols through
additional background specification of the quantitative parameters of each element and
relationship. In this sense the method can be qualitatively driven toward a quantitative
result.
A final use of systems dynamics modeling brings the discussion out of research
and into teaching or staff development. Here, the focus shifts to leadership training.
Systems dynamics modeling in a core instructional program for leaders has both content
and problem solving opportunities. A successful model used as an assessment
opportunity is a test of one's ability to synthesize using the knowledge and processes one
possesses. So as an instructional outcome, building a model opens many opportunities for
acquiring and using new knowledge of content and processes. Due to the features already
discussed, the task of building a model also builds deep understanding and forces one to
be clear about one's ideas.

Developing Leadership Skills with Complexity Theory
In order for leaders to use the theory in their daily practice, three essential
requirements must be met. Leaders need the conceptual tools, the vocabulary of the new
domain, and ample practice in using the concepts and vocabulary to solve leadership
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problems. With these in hand, leaders can develop over time the ability to reflect on the
archetypal patterns of structural behavior as exhibited in practical situations. Helpful to
the growth process, an additional requirement is a familiarity with the rich
interdisciplinary literature on complexity for example, in social systems, biodiversity,
ecological systems, evolutionary sciences, intelligence, and the dynamics of complex
systems.
Finally, the study of systems dynamics and leadership is not only just beginning;
it is a lifetime pursuit. As a generative and evolutionary theory, complexity theory
acknowledges the essentially creative role played by structural dynamics. And it
metaphorically extends that capability to any part, any individual, of sufficient
complexity. Distributed and constructivist leadership models will find a helpful and
robust framework partner. Individual leaders will find in complexity theory a subject of
surprising simplicity that is subtly capable of endless variation and depth as they pursue
ever greater powers of understanding and representing their own understandings of
complex systems in order to design organizational systems and take action.
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